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GENERAL ABSTRACT

l{attson bean cooker procedures described in the

literature were ¡¡odified to reproduce the sensory

evaluation of the cooking time of navy beans.

Neither the plunger types nor the 50$ cooked point

comparison method described in the literat,ure

measured cooking time in a manner consistent with

sensory evaluation. Plungers modified to 48 g in
weight and to a 5 mm flat-faced penetrating end

provided cookability curves that corresponded wit,h

cookabitity curves provided by a 9 member trained

sensory panel. Preference testing by the 9 member

panet indicated that the preferred cooked percentage

was 93.7t SD 8.68t. Therefore it was decided that

the 92* cooked point provided a better comparison

point than the usual 50t cooked Point. Averaging

the tine required to attain the 92t cooked point for

four replications of 25 beans eachr provided a

nethod of conparing the cooking times of bean

samples that refLected the within-sanple

variability.
When cookabilities of Seafarer' Fleetwood and

Exríco navy beans grown at Brandonr l'[orden and

Winnipeg were compared' effect of growing location
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was greater Lhan the effect of cultivar. Cooking

times for all three cultivars Ytere significantly

Ionger (P<0.05) when grown at the gtinnipeg

Iocation. Exrico beans grown at Winnipeg location

took significantly longer to cook (P<0.05) than

Fleetwood or Seafarer, but at other locations

cultivars had sinilar cooking times. Post-harvest

drying was not found to affect cooking time of the

Seafarer-I{innipeg samples. Cooking times of the

artificially dried and field dried samples were not

found to be significantly different (P<0.05). There

was no incidence of hardshell in any of the freshly

harvested navy bean samples. There was no evident

reLationship found between noisture contentr fat'
protein, ash or phytÍc acid and cooking time.

The cookabilities of Seafarer and Fleetwood

cultivars grown at WinniPegr Brandon and ltlorden

locations and stored for 9 mont.hs under freezerr

prairie outdoor anbient (POA) and sinulated

semÍ-tropical (ssT) conditions were measured at

three month intervals. The Fleetwood samples had

much longer cooking ti¡nes (a ¡ninimum of 40 minutes

longer) after freezer st.orage while the Seafarer

samples were not significantly affected. The

Fleetwood samples showed a high incidence of
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hardshell (I2t to 32t) while the Seafarer had 08

hardsheLl under freezer storage. Under POA storage

conditions, the Fleetwood sanples had 16t to 201

hardshell and prolonged cooking time under frozen

outdoor (February-3 nonth) conditions but were

unaffected at 6 and 9 nonths (May, August).

Seafarer samples were unaffected by POA storage

conditions. Under SST conditions, Fleetwood samples

were unaffected, while the Seafarer showed a slight
rise in cooking tines of L2 to 15 minutes over the 9

month períod. Neither cultivar showed any incidence

of hardshell under SST conditions. The samples

grown at the Winnipeg location had consistently

longer cooking tines than the samples grown at the

other locations.

Sanples of Fleetwood navy beans grown at three

locations were stored under freezer conditions for a

period of nÍne months. The cookabilities of the

hardshell and non-hardshell fractions in blanched

and unblanched samples were assessed and conpared.

Blanching reduced íncidence of hardshell from as

high as 32t t,o 0t, and reduced the cooking tine of

the hardshell fraction in aII three samples. The

cooking time of the non-hardshell fraction was

prolonged between 5 to 25 minutes.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Pulsesr êlso referred to as grain legurnesr play

a major role in human nutrition. Total world

production is estimated to be at least 50 nillion
metric tons per year (FAO-CFTRI' L9771. Some

authorities consider this estimate to be low by

20-50* because in much of the developing world the

crop is grown and consumed locallyr âDd thus is not

officially reported (Kay, l..9791. The Phaseolus

vulqaris t. varieties account for 30t of the total
pulse crop. Pulses are also an important export

crop anounting to 2t770r000 metric tons in 1980

(FAO, 1982) .

Research into meLhods of improving both the

production and quality of pulses is presently being

conducted by researchers in Canada and the United

Stat,es as well as in nany internat,ional centers such

as CIAT (Centro International de Agricult.ura

Tropical) ' INCAP (Instituto de Nutricion de Centro

America y Panama) and ICARDA (International Center

for Agricultural Reasearch in the Dry Areas).

Because navy beans are grown co¡nmercially in western

Canada, consumed by Canadian consumers and have a

potentíal export market' plant breeders and legume



narketers have expressed interest ín improving ah:

quality of navy beans grown in western Canada.

Prolonged cooking time is a urajor problen with

the quality of dry edible legumes. Because

prolonged cooking causes loss of nutrÍents,

increased use of energy for cooking and

inconvenience, consumers often reject beans with

this problem.

Prolonged cooking time can occur because of two

separate but related phenomena. These are

identified by the stage at which they occur during

the overall cooking process. 'Hardshelf is a

condition in which the seed fails to imbibe a

sufficient quant,ity of water during germination or

soaking. The 'hard-to-cook phenomenon" or "hard

cooking" is a conditÍon in which the seed fails to

become sufficienÈIy tender within a reasonable time

during the cooking period proper. Individual

hardshell beans are usually but not always hard

cookers. Because hardshell beans must be discarded

by the consumerr the number of hardshell beans is
inportant to the overall acceptability of the

sample. Beans which exhibit the hard-to-cook

phenomenon do not always have hardshell. Many hard

cooking beans imbibe nornally. It is very important

to note that while the two conditions are relatedr
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the terms are not synomymous.

New cultivars of edibte dry'beans being

developed in western Canada are evaluated for

agronomic qualities but are not regularily assessed

for tendency to develop hardshell or the

hard-to-cook defect. Plant breeders developing new

lines of beans and those responsible for marketing

beans have expressed the need for a rapid,

dependable instrumental method of measuring cooking

tíme enploying portabler easy-to-operate

equÍpment.

The najor objective of this st.udy was to develop

an instrumental nethod of measuring cooking time of

beans. Since beans are considered 'cooked' when

they reach a degree of tenderness which is
acceptable to consumersr the main criterion for the

suitability of the instru¡nental nethod would be the

abilÍty of the method to be predictive of sensory

panelists assessment of cooking time. Therefore

sensory panels were used in this study to develop an

instru¡nental method.

Two additional experiments were conducted with

the twin objectives of assessing the practicality of

the instru¡nent.al nethod and providing basic

information on some of the factors whích affect the

cooking tine of beans. In the first of these
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experiments the effects of cultivar¡ growing
l

Iocation and shemical conposition on cooking time

were studied. In the second experÍmentr the effects

of storage conditions and duration of storage on

cooking tine hrere investigated.

The problem of hardshell can be eliminated by

blanching (briefly immersing the beans in boiling

water) prior to soaking. While this allows the

seeds to i¡nbiber thus elininating the hardshell

problemr it has been reported (Dawson et 41.¡ 1952)

that blanching can prolong the cooking time of the

non-hardshell fraction of the sample. A third
additional experi¡nent was conducted to assess the

effect of blanching on both the hardshell and

non-hardshell fractions in samples of beans that

exhibit hardshell.

The navy bean (Pbaseolus vulqaris L. ) was chosen

for these studies because it is grown con¡nercially

ín t¡tanitoba and because the sensory panelists who

participated in this study were familiar with this
particular type of bean.

The thesis is organized in the form of four

separate papers which present the materials' methods

and results of the four separate experiments

conducted. A general review of Iiteraturer general

discussion of results and general recommendatíons
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for further research are also included to enable the

reader to understand the project as a whole.



CHAPTER 2

GENERAL REVIEW OF TITERATURE

The three navy bean (Phaseolus vulqa¡is L.)

cultivars studied in this thesis were Seafarerr

Fleetwood and Exrico. The Seafarer is an early

maturing bush-bean cultivar that is the most common

commercial cultivar grown in llanitoba. Fl.eetwood

and Exrico are late maturing bush-bean cultivars

that are coÍmonly grown in southern Ontario but are

not commercially grown in t¡lanitoba (Robertson and

Frazier, 1982; McVetty¡ 1985). This review will
discuss the measurement of cooking quality of navy

and other Phaseolus varieties in general and the

fact.ors which affect the cooking quality of these

cultivars in particular. Because of the snall

numbers of reports in the Iiterature regarding these

cultivarsr this review will refer to reports

discussing other cultivars of navy beans and reports

dealing with research conducted on other varíeties

of Phaseolus beans when necessary.

2.L TAXONOMY OF NA\TY BEANS

The navy bean is a variety belonging to the

species Phaseolus vulqaris t. or "common" bean. It
belongs to the Genus Phaseql¡E' Tríbe Phaseoleae and

famity Lequninosae. Other varieties of Phaseo-fgs
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vulqalcis L. include the black, pintor rêd kidney and

white kidney. Seafarer, Fleetwood and Exrico are

self-pollinating cult,ivars with a single genotype

per cultivar. They are therefore pure lines and as

a result each cult,ivar displays considerable

unifor¡nity of characteristics.

Other pulses such as the li¡na (Phaseolus IU¡eluS

L.), pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan L.) and the field pea

(Pisum sativum L.) belong to different Species,

Genera and Tribes respectively and as such can be

expected to differ widely in cooking time and other

characteristics (Adams and Pipoly, I980).

Figure 2-L shows the external and internal parts

of the Phaseolus vulqaris L. seed. The distictive
shape of the Phagealus vulgaris varieties is
illustrated. The hÍlum and nicropylar area, through

which water enters the seed during inbibition is
shown as is the cotyledon, the portion of the seed

that stores the starch granules which must be

gelatinized during the cooking process.

2.2 DEFINITIONS OF COOKING TIME, HÀRDSHELL AND

TEE HARD-T9-ç998 PHENOI,IENON

Each varÍety of edible dry bean has a particular

cooked texture which is considered acceptable or
.cooked" to consumers and the term "cookability"
refers to the cooking ti¡ne required to reach that
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texture (Hoscoso' I98l). Cookability will be

influenced by the range'of cookÍng tines of

individual beans within a sanple. Poor cookabilityt

the result either of long cooking tine required to

soften the majority of beans within a sample t oÍ of

extended cooking ti¡ne required because of a snall

but significant proportion of hard-to-cook beans in

an otherwise good cooking sanple' is a major problem

with edible dry beans because it can cause loss of

nutrientsr increased consumption of energy and

consumer rejection (Bressani et -a.}., 1963).

Prolonged cooking or poor cookability can occur

because of two separate but sometimes related

phenomena, 'hardshello and the 'hard-to-cook

condítionn. These are identified by the stage at

which they occur during preparation' whether at the

hydration stage when the soaking seed physically

imbibes water or at the cooking stager erheD heat and

moisture cause the seed to soften. These st.ages can

occur simultaneously if the bean is not hydrated

prior to cooking. Cooking time is usually decreased

as the extent of hydration prior to cooking is

increased (Kon, L979; Rockland and Metzler' 1967).

"Hardshell" is a condition in which the seed fails
to imbibe within a reasonabl-e length of time during

the soaking stage (Bourne, t9671 i while the
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hard-to-cook phenomenon is a condition in which the

bean has prolonged cooking tÍme during the cooking

stage itself often after having inbibed normally

(Molina et al.r L976; Burr et al.¡ 1968). The terms

are not synonlmous and ¡¡uch confusion has resulted

in the literature because of the ambiguous use of

these terms (Stanley and Aguilera' 1985). Hardshelt

beans usually have prolonged cooking times' although

this is not always the caser while hard-to-cook

beans wilL often exhibit hardshell but not always

(Jackson and Varriano-Marstonr 1981).
nHydration'r the physical imbibition by the seed

of waterr usually takes fron 8-24 hours at room

temperature. A study by Jackson and

Varriano-Marston (f980) used autoradiograms to

identify the hydration stages of black beans which

had been cut at the hilun' perpendicular to the

intercotyledon face (Figure 2-21. The areas into

which the water had penetrated are indicated in

black, while the white areas indicate the unhydrated

regions. After one hourr (a), water had entered the

hilu¡n region and had passed along the seed coat and

to a slight degree into the cotyledon. After I
hoursr (b), water had penetrated into all but the

interior portion of the cotyledon. Iilater had

conpletely penetrated the eotyledon after 14 hours
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a

Figure 2-2. Autoradiograms of black beans soaked
for I hour (a) ' I hour (b) ' and t4
hour (c) (Jackson and
Varriano-ltarstonr 1980) .
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had elapsed (c).
ì

Snyder (1936) reported that the seed coat of

Phasedus beans is largely inpervious to water and

that most water enters through the hilun-nicropylar

region. Irlhen beeswax was placed over this area it
was noted that i¡nbibition rates were drastically
reduced. Jackson and Varriano-l¡larston (1980) t

reported that bLack beans with seed coats renoved

hydrated much more quickly than those beans with

intact seed coats.

During the cooking stager the middle lanella
must dissolve before the gelatinization of starchr

denaturation of protein and destruct.ion of

anti-nutritional factors can occur. The middle

Iamella is an intercellular layer which separates

the starch cells within the bean cotyledon. Using

electron microscopy studies (Sefa-Dedeh et aI.rL979¡

Rockland and Jones' 1974) reported that during the

cooking processr the niddle lamella became soluble

and disappeared. This enabled the other three

events of the cooking process to proceed so that

cooking could continue. If the middle lamella does

not dissoLver the cooking process cannot be

completed. Muller (1967) ' llattson (1946) and

Moscoso (I98f) have aII not,ed that in legunes with

poor cooking ti¡nes' the middle lamella remains
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largely insoluble during cooking.

Because hardshell and the hard-to-cook

phenonenon usuaLly affect beans in a sample

unequallyr tine of hydration and cooking ti¡ne can

vary widely both within and between samples (Bournet

L972i Morrisr 1964; Snyder' 1936). The phenonenon

of within sample variability complicates cookability

measurement and the comparison of bean samples.

Figure 2-3 and Table 2-L illustrate the range in

cooking time that can occur within samples of

beans. In Figure 2-3 cooking times for individual

beans range fron 17 to 38 minutes. In Table 2-L

puncture force (a measurement, of texture) shows a

wide variation between individual beans that have

been cooked for the same length of tine. Even after
extended cooking time (300 min) punct,ure force

varies from 30 to 90 g. For this reasonr the testing

of large numbers of beans is required to ensure the

statistical reliability (Silva et aI. ' l98la) .

Also, small. numbers of hard-to-cook beans in an

otherwise cooked sample can seriously lower the

quality of that, sample of beans to consumers

(Bourne , L9721 . Therefore testing ¡nethods ¡nust be

able to measure the cooking tine of individual beans

within a sample. Methods which attempt to ensure

statisticaf reliability by Lesting }arge sanples
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Table 2-L. Puncture
pea beans

est on indivÍdual cookedtt

Puncture Force2

Cook Ti¡¡e
(min)

Highest
(g)

Lowest
(g)

Mean
(g)

30
60
90

120
150
180
240
300

t525
s03
372
262
236
301
200
207

280
68
70
39
32
52
35
30

523
20t
I65
139
t23
t29

96
89

lf rom Bourne¡ Èí.C. ¡ (19721 .
2deternined using rnstron with L/8 in diameter
flat faced steel punch.
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rather than índividual beans can mask the very

inportant effect of individual bean cooking times on

the overall sarnple cooking tine (Bourne I L9721 .

As has been mentioned the hardshell condition

does not occur in all of the individual beans in a

sample but usually affects only a portion of the

beans. The individual beans in the hardshell

fraction usually have prolonged cooking ti¡ues

compared to the non-hardshell fraction. Þlorris et

ê-!. (1950) reported that cooking soaked sanples that

contain some hardshell beans until the latter are

palatable may require such a long cook that the

non-hardshell beans disintegrate. Blanching or

hot-soaking' the brief boiling or steaming of beans

prior to soaking' can elinÍnate the hardshell

condition and the prolonged cooking time associated

with it (Jackson and Varriano-Marston' 1981; ltlunetaT

L964; Morris et ê-I., 1950). There are no reports ín

the literature comparing the cooking ti¡ne of the

hardshell and non-hardshell fractions aft,er

btanching, although Dawson et aL. (1952) showed that

blanched beans took t5-30 minutes longer to cook

than comparable bean samples soaked for 18 hours in

cold water.

2.3 I{EASURING EOOKABILITY.=-

Cooking tirne has tradítionally been measured by
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one of two general nethods. The first involves

measuring Lhe force required to conpress, puncture

or shear beans cooked for a predeterníned lengt,h of

tine. Force measurements are usually obtained with

an Instron, Ottawa Texture Ìleasuring system (OTllS)

or Kramer Shear Press (Voisey and Larmond, 1971).

Force measurenent can be made on beans in quantity
(50-500g), depending upon the size of the test ceII
used, (Voisey and Larmond'- L97L; Quast and da Silva,
L9771 or by test,ing beans individually (Moscoso et

4., 1981; Silva et aI.¡ 1981a; Molina et aI., L976¡

Bourne t L9721. The force measuring method has the

advantage that it has been shown t,o be related to
sensory assessment (Aguilera and Steinsapir, 19851

Silva et ê1. r 1981a) r õrDd sensory assessment,

according to Bourne (1982), is the ultimate method

of calibrating instrumental methods of measuring

texture.

Usua1 force measuring procedures have been based

on an instrumental measurement of the texture which

corresponds to that which panelists consider to

represent the properly cooked degree of hardness.

Sensory panels have been used to identify t.he

texture level that is considered to be properly

cooked. Beans from the same sample have then been

cooked for the same length of time as t.hose
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considered cooked by the panelists and the texture

determined by measuring the amount of force required

to deforn, puncture or extrude them with one of the

force measuring devices. Once this standard has

been established' for one variety of beanr then the

cooking time for any sanple of that variety can be

identified by cooking a large quantity of beans and

renoving snaller samples at regular tine intervals.

The texture of these samples has been instrunentally

measured and the ¡¡ean force to shear or deform the

beans has then been ptotted against the cooking time

as shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. If the force level

that corresponds with the properly cooked level

("eating soft') has already been established by

sensory evaluationr the cooking time for the sanple

can be calculated from the plot as illustrated in

Figure 2-5, reading the time required to reach the

'eating soft' texture fro¡n the "x" axis. Testing

force to compress a quantity of 'cooked" beans,

howeverr while relatÍvely rapid, does not give an

indicatíon of the range of cookability of the

individual beans within the sample and testing force

to puncture a sufficiently representative number of

individual beans can be a time consuming process.

The second generaJ- method involves measuring the

tine required to cook large numbers of individual
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beans to a defined degree of softness. The Ètattson

Bean Cooker (MBC) r first developed by llattson (f946)

or one of its variantsr has cornmonly been used for

this second method of cookability assessment

(Jackson and Varriano-Marstonr 1981i MorrÍsr 1964).

This instrument is designed to test the cooking time

of índividual beans by measuring the time required

for plungers of specific weight and diameter to

puncture individual beans while they are actually

cooking in the cooking water.

The MBC consists of a rack and a set of

identical plungers (Figure 2-61. The number of

plungers is usually 25 but the use of a 100 plunger

model was reported by Burr et aI., (f968) and Morris

(1964). Chhinnan (1985) reported a prototype 25

plunger ¡node1 with an electronic device to monit,or

plunger movement. This nodel promises to overco¡ue

one of the najor drawbacks of the MBCr that isr the

need for continuous monitoring.

To operate the !{BC' the presoaked beans are

placed on the bottom plate of the rack so that each

bean has a plunger resting upon it. The rackt

plungers and beans are then suspended Ín a pot or

Iarge beaker and immersed to a specified level with

distilled water which Ís heated to boiling and heat

is adjusted to maintain a sLow boil. lilhen a plunger
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penetraÈes a beanr that bean is considered cooked.

The number of beans cookedr (plungers dropped) is
recorded at 5 minute íntervals and the data are

usually reported as the cumulative total of beans

cooked at each time interval (Jackson and

Varriano-llarston, 1981; ltlorris, 1964).

Because the MBC ¡¡ethod tests large numbers of

beans individually, it can Índicate the a¡nount of

within sample variability. Cooking times of
different bean samples have been conpared using the

cooking time required to reach the 50t cooked point

as the reference point (Jackson and

Varriano-Dlarston, 198Ii l¡lorris, f964). The 50t

point has been used because it is the most reliably
defíned point on the cookability curve (tr{orrisn

1964). Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-3 show the usual

¡nethod of estinating the 50t cooked point fron

typical cookability curves. A free hand curve is
drawn through the data points and the 50$ cooked

point Ís estinated graphically.

2.4 EASToBS ÀEEEETING EOOKABIIITY

Genetic variation, environmental, soil and

handling factors related to growing location,
storage conditions and duration of storage as well

as chemical composition (moisture content, fat,r

protein, ash and phytic acid) may all affect
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cookability of edible dry beans. The type of soaking

water used durÍng hydration and the hydration method

used can also affect cookability. The following

discussion wiII deal with effect of genetic

variation between the three navy bean cultivars
Seafarerr Fleetwood and Exrico on cookability. It
will also discuss the effect of location' storage

and che¡nical cornposition on the cookability of those

cultivars. Both aspects of cookabílityr hardshell

and the hard-to-cook phenomenon wilL be discussed.

The reader must bear in nind that many of the above

factors interact with each other and that much of

the literature does not distinguish between all of

the factors which nay influence cookability. There

are few studies of the cookability of navy beans and

only one of the above mentioned cultivarsr the

Seafarer has been studied for cookability. Most of

the literature on the factors affecting the

cookability of Phaseolus beans has been conducted on

other varieties. There are no studies on the

cookability of any variety of Phaseolus bean grown

in ltanitoba. Because storage conditions play such a

significant role in the cookabilíty of navy beanst

it is always necessary to distinguish between stored

--J 4---L 
----t ^- 7L I 

- 
.--C--!.---!^ !L-!il¡¡q ¡-Igl'I¡ Êict¡llPre$o rL l¡t u¡r¡.tJ¡- Lu¡¡dLe L¡¡€tL rucr¡ty

studies do not properly specify growing location or
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properly identify the cultivar of the variety being

tested. Comparison of results is also complicated by

methodological differences. Some studies have used

the blanch or hot-soaking treatment while others

have not and some studies have used instrumental

methods which have not been appropriately related to

sensory methods.

2.4.L Effect of Genetic Variation on Bean

Cookabilitv

It is weII known that edible dry beans from

different Genii have different cookabilities. The

usual cooking tÍmes of some cultivars of navy beans

can be as short as 30 ninutes while sone garbanzo

(Genus Cicer) beans can take as long as several

hours to cook. Within the navy varietyr diffent
cultivars can have dÍfferent cooking times. Voisey

and Larmond, (1971) assessed the cooking tine of

four cultivars of navy beansr Seawayr Sanilact

Seafarer and an experimental cultivar 779-629. AII

samples were grown in the same locationr harvested

and handLed in the same manner and tested when

fresh. Several instrumental measurements of texture

indicated that the Sanilac and 799-629 produced

siniLar results and cooked significant,ly faster than

both Seaway and Seafarer. Voisey and Lar¡nond

(I97f) did not report the presence of hardshelL.
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Gloyer (1928b) and Lebedeff (I943) both reported

that hardshell was related to genetic factors.

Gloyer (1928b) crossed a red kidney cultivarr lilells'
with a white kidney cultivar. The original l{ells

red kidney was high yielding' but showed high levels

of hardshell. Two new cultivars of red kidney' Geneva

and York resulted fron the cross. Pure lines were

established in the F+ generation. By selecting

strains of the Geneva and York that were free of

hardshellr hardshell was eliminated fro¡n the two

cultivars in four years. In sensory testingr both

the Geneva and York cultivars were found to have

cooking qualities superior to those found in lilells

when cooked for the same length of tí¡ne, indicaÈing

that the Geneva and York cooked faster. Lebedeff

(1943) , studying navy beans grown in Puerto Rico

conctuded that hardshell was probably inherited' but

was greatly influenced by environmental factors'

particularily those affectÍng moisture content of

the seed.

Quenzer -et al. (1978) assessed three cultivars

of pinto beans grown at three locations (two in

Texas and one in ldaho) for texture (shear values)

and sensory preference after 90 minutes of cooking.

They reported that cultivar did not play as
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significant role as location on texture or

preference. Bhabty S! aI. (1983) studying two

cultivars of lentÍIs (Lens culinaris) reported that

Iocation of growth had a much greater influence on

cooking quality than did cultivar.
The literature concerning the effect of genetic

variation seems to agree t,hat while the genetic

variation between Geniir species and varieties has a

significant effect on cookability r the genetic

variation between cultivars of the same variety
plays a less significant role than growing location.

2.4.2 Effect o:E Growing Loggb:þn on

Cookabilitv

The effect of growing location is the result of

the conbined effects of urany variables, including

seeding dater harvest dater soil type' climatic

conditionsr crop treatment (fertilizerr herbicidet

pesticide) r harvest conditions and post harvest

treatment (dryingr handlitg). Since the

investigation of the effects of these variables is

beyond the scope of this studyr the effect of

growing location wiII be discussed as a general

effect only. Unfortunately there are no studies of

effect, of growing location on any of the three

cultivars which are the focus of this
investigation. There are some reports on the effect
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of growing location on freshly harvested navy beans

and other edible dry beans. Snyder (1936) studied

navy beans (cultivar unspecified) grown at three

Iocations in l{ichi9€urr one location in Colorado and

one location in Nebraska and reported that the

percent of beans uncooked after 75 minutes of

cooking ranged from 15 to 28t. Quenzer et aI.
(1978) working with three cultivars of pinto beans

found that location affected sensory acceptance .

Bhatty _et aI. (1983) determined the effect of

growing location on two cultivars of lentil grown at

14 locations in Saskatchewan, by measuring the

texture of samples cooked for 60 minutes. Bhatty

concluded that there was a strong Ínfluence of
growing location on cooking quality. l¡leasurement of

shear force for one cultivar grown at L2 locations

ranged from 3 kg to 5.8 kg and from 3.L kg to 4.8 kg

for the other cultivar grown at the same 12

locations. These studies indicat,e that the effects

of the factors related to growing location are

Iikely to influence cookability more than the effect
of cultivar.

Because hardshell is not often present in fresh

navy beans and its incidence seems to be related to
the interaction between growing location and storage

conditÍons (Bourne, L964; Gloyerr ]928a) r the effect,
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of this interactÍon on hardshell will be discussed

in the followíng section.

2.4.3 Effect o:E Storaqe and Duratisn gE

Storaqe on Cookability

Storage conditions play a major role in the

problem of poor cookability. Both hardshell and

hard-to-cook beans occur more often in stored beans

than in freshr and usually the degree of poor

cookability increases as storage ti¡ne increases.

The effects of genetic difference' and of growing

location interract with the effects of storage.

Because many studies have failed to specify cultivar

and growing location when comparing the effects of

storage conditionsr conflicting conclusions have

been reported.

Burr et aI. (1968) studied navy (cv.Sanilac)

beans grown in the 1961 and 1963 crop years. Fresh

beans were measured for cooking tine then stored at

various temperatures and relative hunidities

(R.H.). Sanilacs with a noisture content of L4-2*

init,ially required 27 ninutes to cook but after 1I

months of storage at 32.2"C required 450 minutes, a

17 fotd increase in cooking tine. Beans stored at

32.2oC but with lower moisture contentsr and beans

held at 2I.IoC' even at higher noisture content had

Iess dramatic loss of cookability. The l¡tBC using
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the 50t cooked conparison point was used to test
cookability and also the beans were blanched before

soaking, so t,hat the extent of hardshell was

nasked. Burr S! al. (1968) also found that pÍntos

and linas behaved in a similar fashion. Irtuneta

(1964) reported a study of four varieties of
Phaseolus (pinto¡ great northern, michilite and

small red). Each variety was grown at two

locations. Storage was at room temperat,ure for 18

rnonths. The samples with higher moisture contents

took longer to cook, and they concluded that growing

location had a condiderable effect on the cooking

tine of dry beans after extended storage. Cookíng

time of the fresh samples was not recorded and

samples vrere blanched before eooking so the extent
of hardshell was not reported.

Antunes and Sgarbieri (1979) studied the Rosinha

G2 variety (Phegee¡-us vulqaris L. ) to determine its
cooking time and its percent of hardshell under

laboratory storage condit,ions (2SoC, 65 to 7Ol

R.H.), refrigerator conditions (Izoc, szz R,H.) and

simulated tropical conditions (gZoC, 76? R.H.).

Samples were not blanched before soaking.

Refrígerator storage showed no change in percent of
hardshell after six months. The laboratory storage

sample rose from less than 5t hardshell to over 50t
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hardshell' while under the sinulated tropical

conditions there was a slight rise in hardshell

after 2 monthsr which then feII to 0t after 4 months

of storage. A six member expert sensory panel

assessed adequate cooking time for each storage

condition and storage ti¡ne. Under refrigerator

conditions, cooking ti¡ne rose fron 60 to 90 minutes.

Under laboratory conditions cooking tine rose from

60 to 116 minutes. For the simulated tropical

condÍtionsr cooking time rose from 60 to 300

minutes. It was not specified if Èhe hardshell

beans were included or nere discarded before

testing.
Hughes and Sandsted (1975) studied the effect of

storage on California ligÌtt red kidney beans

(Phaseolus vulqaris L. ) . Sanples were stored at f
C, L2 C and 24oC in all combinations with 30t and

80t R.H. for a period of one year. They found that

storage temperature had only a slight influence on

the time required to cook beans after storage for

one year at 30t R.E. r but that cooking tine for

beans stored at 80t R.H. increased with increases in

storage temperature. There was litt1e or no

difference in the cooking time for beans stored at

either 30 or 80t R.H. at IoC. Gloyer (f928a)

reported that Phaseolus beans stored in a heated
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Laboratory under conditions of low R.H. developed

hardshell. He also reported that when the beans

vrere removed out of doors where the tenperature was

lower and the R.H. higherr the hardshell was

elimÍnated, indicating that the hardshell condition

was reversible. Jackson and Varriano-llarston (I981)

reported that the cooking time of black beans (50t

cooked) was much increased by storage for one year

in laboratory conditíons and that black beans stored

for 55 days at 41oC and 758 R.H. did not cook after
6 hours of cooking. Morris and Wood (f956) reported

no change in quality of beans (Phaseolqs and

Lunatus) stored at -23.3oC. ltlorris (f 964) reported

no effect on the cooking tine for linas and

Sanilacs stored at 4.4oC for 9 months and Snyder

(1936) reported no effect after storage for 15 to 17

months at 7.zoc.

In general the literature seems to agree that:
refrigerator storage at -loc to 4oc and over a range

of R.H. has little affect on cookability;
refrigerator storage from 4oto 12ôc has only a

moderate effect at all humidities; freezer storage

< -l0oC has no effect on cookabilÍty at any R.H.;

heated laboratory conditions (>20oC and 1ow R.H.)

increase hardsheii bui noi neeessariiy eooking iime;

sinulated tropical conditions ( >25"C and >75t R.H.)
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increase cooking time due to the hard-to-cook

phenomenon but do not increase incidence of

hardshell.

No studies comparing the effects of different.

storage regines on two or more cultivars of navy or

any other types of edible dry bean were found in the

literature. The effect of storage on l¡lanitoba grown

beans has not been investigated and there are no

reports on the effects of prairie outdoor a¡nbient

storage conditions for beans grown in western

Canada. E'reezer storage conditions were nentioned

only by Þlorris and Wood (1956) who found that

freezer st.orage had no effect on cookability.

2.+.r+ Effect of Chemical Compe€ilign on

Cookability

!îoscoso (I981) and Stanley and Aguilera (1985)

have extensively reviewed the effects of chenical

conposition on cookability. Five components of

chemical composition will be discussed here. These

are moisture contentr proteinr ashr fat and phytic

acid.

Moisture cont,ent, protein and ash have only

indirect' ambiguous or poorly understood effects

upon cooking tine. Several researchers have reported

that the cooking tÍme correlated with moisture

content. Morris and litood (1956) reported that beans
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stored with a low moisture content (<10t) did not

undergo changes in cookability after one year of

storage at 25oC. Hughes and Sandsted (1975) and

Burr C! at. (1968) reported that high moisture

content in beans stored at high temperature was

related to poor cooking quality. Muneta (1964) and

Snyder (f936) reported no correlatíon between

moisture content, and cookability.

Protein content does not seem to affect cooking

tine directly but several studies have shown that

storage conditions which can cause prolonged cooking

times ín beans, such as conditions of high

tenperature and high humidityr câIt also decrease

protein efficiency ratio (PER) (Sgarbieri and

Whitaker, L982) and increase the nitrogen solubÍlít'y

of beans (t{olina et al., f976). The relationshipr

if, any between these changes in protein

characteristics and prolonged cooking time is
presently unknown.

Takayama et al. (1965) found that triglyceridest
phosphaLides and erude lipid content correlated to a

small degree with cooking time. Correlations did not

rise above 0"2 and none were significant. l¡luneta

(1964) postulated that the texture of beans could be

affected by the oxidation and polymerization of

Iípids. Thus increased lipid content could
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contribute to poor cookability by increasing the

extent of oxidation and polymerization during

st,orage conditions of high temperature and high

humidity.

Phytater myo-inositol hexakisphosphate' is a

storage forn of phosphate found in aII legume seeds

in concentrations varying from 0.3 to as high as

2.5t on a dry basis (Stanley and Aguilera' 1985).

It is a strong chelating agent and binds ionically
to divalent and monovalent cations. Èlattson (1946)

reported that hard-to cook peas contained 50t less

phytate than normal cooking peas. llattson also

found that removal of phytate by soaking or

enzymatic action could induce prolonged cooking

time. It was postulated that in normal cooking peas

and beans, phytate acts in the ¡¡iddle lamella to

chelate calcíum and magnesium cations' thus reducing

the pectate cross link bonds allowing the

dissolution of the middle lanellar tissue. Jones

and Boulter (1983) working with black beans and Kon

and Sanshuck (198f) working with navy beans also

reported that reduction in phytate correlated with

increased cooking ti¡ne. Crean and Haisman (1963) '
however¡ reported that the influence of phytate on

texLure is small because free magnesium and calcium

ions are too numerous to be chelated by the phytate
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in the cotyledon and therefore the influence of
phytate on cooking tine is snall. Rosenbaum and

Baker (1969) reported that the diffusion of water

through the cotyledon and hence the solubility of

the lanelar tissue has the ¡nost influence on cooking

time.

The roLe of magnesiun and calcium ions in the

cooking process seems complex and poorly understood,

although it is cl.ear that the ash content of beans

seems to play some role in the cooking process.

The subject of the relationship of chenical

composition and cooking time is indeed very conplex

particularily when other factors not discussed here

such as polyphenols and lignins are considered. It
is obvious there is need for much more research in
this field



CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPI.TENT OF A UODIFIED !{ATTSON BEAN

COOKER PROCEDURE BASED ON SENSORY PANEL

COOKABILITY EVALUATION

3.I ABSTUICT

Mattson bean cooker procedures described in the

literature were modified to reproduce the sensory

evaluation of the cooking time of navy beans.

Neither the plunger types nor the 50t cooked point

conparison method described in the literature
measured cooking tine in a manner consistent with

sensory evaluation. Plungers nodified to 48 g in
weight and to a 5 nm flat-faced penetrating end

provided cookability curves that corresponded with

cookability curves provided by a 9 ¡¡ember trained

sensory panel. Preference testing by the 9 member

panel indicated that the preferred cooked percentage

was 93.7S SD 8.68t. Therefore it was decided that
the 92t cooked point provÍded a better comparison

point than the usual 50t cooked point. Averaging

the ti¡ne required to attain the 92t cooked point for
four replications of 25 beans eachr provided a

method of comparing the cooking tirnes of bean

sanples that refLected the within-sanple

variability.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION

Edible dry beans, also referred to as grain

legumes or pulses, play a najor role in hunan

nutrition. Total world production is estimated to

be at least 50 nillion netric tons per year (FAO,

19771. Some authorit,ies consider this estimate to

be low by as much as 20 50t, because in much of

the developing worldr the crop is grown and consumed

locally, and thus is not officially reported (Kay,

1979). The Phaseolus vglgeris t. varieties account

for 30S of the total pulse crop. Edible dry beans

are an important export crop amounting to 2t770r000

metric tons in 1980 (FÀO, L9821

Research into methods of improving both the

production and quality of pulses is present,ly being

conducted by researchers in Canada and the United

States as welI as in many internationaL centres such

as CIAT (Centro International de Agricultura

Tropical), INCAP (Inst,ituto de Nutricion de Centro

America y Panana) and ICARDA (International Center

for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas). Because

navy beans are gronn commercially in lilestern Canada,

consumed by Canadian consumers and have a potential

export market, plant breeders and legume marketers

have expressed interest in improving the quality of
navy beans grown in Ífestern Canada. The navy bean
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belongs¡ along with the red kidneyr blackr pinto and

pink bean to the Tribe Phaseolee, Genus -PbA-@!g-9.

The Genus Phaseolus is often called the oconmon

bean'. Such pulses as the faba, garbanzor lentil and

field pea belong to a separate Triber the -Eêbae.

Cooking tine is one of the urajor criteria
involved in the evaluation of pulse quality. Each

type of edible dry bean has a particular cooked

texture which is considered acceptable or "cooked"

by consumers and the term 'cookability' refers to
the cooking time required to reach that texture.

Cookability will be influenced by the range of

cooking tines of individual beans within a sample.

Poor cookability, the result eíther of long cooking

tine required to soften the majority of beans within

a sampler or of extended cooking tine requíred

because of a small but significant proportion of

hard-to-cook beans in an otherwise good cooking

sanple, is a major problem with pulses because Ít
can cause loss of nutrientsr increased consunption

of energy and consumer rejection (Bressani et ê].,
1963).

Prolonged cooking tíme or poor cookability can

occur because of two separate but sometimes related

phenomena, "hardshell" and the "hard-to-cook"

condition. These are identified by the stage at
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which they occur during preparation, whether at the

hydration stage when the soaking seed physically

imbibes water or at the cooking stager when heat and

moisture cause the seed to soften. These stages can

occur simult.aneously if the bean is not hydrated

prior to cooking. 'Hardshell" is a condition in
which the seed fails t,o imbibe within a reasonable

Iength of time during the soakÍng st,age (Bourne,

1967); while the hard-to-cook phenomenon is a

condition in which the bean has prolonged cooking

time during the cooking stage itself often after
having imbibed normally (Burr et ê.I., 1968; Molina

et aI., 1976). The terms are not synonymous and much

confusion has resulted in the literature because of

the a¡nbiguous use of these terms (Stanley and

Aguilera, 1985). Hardshell beans often have

prolonged cooking times although this is not always

the caser whÍIe hard-to-cook beans will often

exhibit, hardshell but. do not always do so (Jackson

and Varriano-l¡larstonr 198I) .

Because hardshell and the hard-to-cook

phenomenon usually affect beans in a sample

unequally, tine of hydration and cooking ti¡ne can

vary widely both within and between sanples (Bourne,

lô.7ô- ¡f¡*sia 'lõCtì mL^ nLa¡^*^-^- ^GLJ t â i ¡av¡. ¡. l-Èr, LZV2, . ¿À¡E À,À¡E¡¡lr¡l¡E¡¡\,¡¡ l,À

within-sample variability complicates cookability
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neasurement and the comparison of bean samples. The
:

testing of large numbers of beans is required to

ensure statistical reliability (Silva et a}.t
I981a). AIso small numbers of hard-to-cook beans in

an otherwise cooked sanple can seriously lower the

quality of that sample of beans to consumers

(Bournet L9721. Therefore' testing methods must be

able to measure the cooking time of the individual

beans within a sample. Methods which attempt to

ensure statistical reliabÍlity by testing large

samples rather than individual beansr cârl mask the

very important effect of individual bean cooking

time on the overall sanple cooking tine (Bournet

19721 .

Cooking tine has traditionally been measured by

one of two general nethods. The fírst involves

neasuring the force required to conpressr puncture

or shear beans cooked for a predeternined length of

time. Force measure¡nents are usually obtained using

either an Instron, Ottawa Texture Þleasuring System

(OTMS) or Kramer Shear Press (Voisey and Larmondt

1971). Force measurement can be made on beans in

quantity (50-500 g sanples) ' (Voisey and Lar¡nond'

1971; Quast and da Silva t L977 i or by testing beans

individually (Moscoso et g!.7 198¿; Silva et al.,
1981a; l¡lolina et êI., L976¡ Bourne I 19721 .
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According to Bourne (1982) r sensory assessment is
the ultimate method of calibrating instrumental

nethods of measuring texture. The force measuring

method has the advantage that instrumentally

determined force can be related to sensory

assessment of hardness by t,esting force required to

compress, puncture, deform etc. samples considered

cooked to an accept.able degree by a smaLl laboratory

panel (Silva et al., l98la¡ Aguilera and Steinsapir'

1985). However¡ testing force to compress a quantity

of 'cooked" beansr while relatively rapid does not

give an indication of the range of cookabílity of

the individual beans within the sample and testing

testing force to puncture a sufficiently
represenLative number of individual beans can be a

time consuming process.

The second general method involves measuring the

time required to cook large nunbers of individual

beans to a defined degree of softness. The l¡lattson

Bean Cooker (MBC) r f irst developed by llat,tson

(1946) r or one of its variantsr has corunonly been

used for this second method of cookability

assessment (Morris' I964; Jackson and

Varriano-tllarstonr 1981) . The MBC as f irst developed

by lrlattson (L946) and as used by Þlorris (1964)

consisted of 100 plungers held in position by
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supporting racks so that the plunger points rested

on the supported uncooked beans. A 25 plunger nodel

was described by Jackson and Varriano-MarsÈon

(I981). Chhinnan (1985) reported a prototype 25

plunger ¡nodel wit,h an electronic device to monitor

plunger move¡nent. The instrument is designed to

test the cooking time of individual beans by

measuring the ti¡ne required for plungers of specific

weight and diameter to puncture individual beans

while they are actually cooking in the cooking

water. Because t,his method tests large numbers of

beans Índividually' it can be used to indicate the

amount of within sample variability. Cooking times

of different bean samples have been compared using

the cooking tirne required to reach the 50t cooked

point as the reference point (Morris I L964i Jackson

and Varriano-l¡larstonr 198I). Howeverr cooking time

as measured by the MBC has not been related to the

cooking time as deternined by sensory analysis.

The objectives of the st,udy were to design

plungers that would consistently reproduce the

result,s determined by sensory analysis and secondly

to deter¡nine an MBC method for calculating

comparative cooking tirnesr based on sensory

paneJ.istsr cooking point preference.
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3.3 !,TATERIALS AND }IETEODS

3.3.1 Experi¡nental Design

In order to test the ability of the MBC to

reproduce sensory resultsr the sensory assessment

procedure used was designed to measure cooking time

in a manner that was as similar as possible to the

llBC assessment procedure. Both the panel and the llBC

measured the nunber of beans cooked at timed

intervals during the cooking process. These data

nere expressed as percent cooked at each cooking

time and plotted as cookability curves. Sensory and

lllBC curves were conpared to assess the level of

agreement between the nethods.

The study was designed to modify the MBC

procedures described in the Iiterature to be

predictive of sensory panelists I assessment of the

cooking time of navy beans. The study was divided

int,o two phasesr the first involved the use of a

five member sensory panel and the second the use of

a nine member sensory panel.

The five member panel was used in a prelininary

study designed to assess which of several plunger

types provided the best indication of cookability as

determined by a sensory panel for navy beansn A

-a.---^- 
!---^ t2Ê- â--l .5^-^ -Jl^^l l- !l-^ t.!!^--!..-^

fJ¿U¡rgeI. L.Ylrs IgJgr ¿ttUrlt t¡gÞl-I.Ittet.¡ I¡I L¡¡E ¿ILSLCTLUI.s

and two proposed plunger types (37.5 g' 2¡nn; 49"75
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gt 5 mrn) vrere t,ested. Beans fro¡n the ¡Commercial"

sample were used in this part of the study. The

49.759, 5 mm plunger was shown to provide the best

indication of sensory assessment of cookability. A

second prelÍminary experiment was conducted using

the five member sensory panel to assess the ability
of the 49.75 g, 5rnm plunger to assess the

cookability of samples of navy beans with a known

range of cookabilities. Three samples of navy beans

(Commercial r Seafarer I 78-Brandont

SeafarerrTT-Brandon) vtere selected because of their

varying cookabilities.
The second phase of the study involved the use

of a nine member sensory panel and the use of a

slightly lighter plunger type (489' 5mn) to

determine if this plunger was a better predictor of

sensory panelists assessment of cookability. It was

recognized that a larger panel consisting of nine

panelistsr replicated three tines would provide more

reliable results than the five member panelt

replicated two times. Three freshly harvested

samples (Seafarer I 83-Brandon ' Seafarer I 83-Winnipeg t

ExrÍcot83-Winnipeg) which were known to have varying

cookability were used for this portion of the study.

A preference test was also conducted by the nine

member sensory panel to assess whether the use of
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the 50t cooked point to.r comparison of the

cookability of bean sanples was justified in the

IÍght of sensory panelists assessment of

cookability. The texture which the panelists prefer

was considered as the tcooked' sanple. Because

cookability is defÍned in terms of the cooking tine
to reach a texture that is considered 'cookedo or

"done'¡ then the percent cooked level of the

preferred sample can be used as a comparison point

for conparing the cookabilities of bean samples.

3.3.2 !{aterials

3.3.2.1 Bean Selection

Tab1e 3-1 describes the origin and storage

condition of the beans used in the study. One

sample of navy beans was purchased at a local
supermarket, and the renaining five treatments Írere

obtained from the l¡lanitoba Departnent of Agriculture

Research Stationr Brandonr Manitobar êrid from the

Plant Science Department of the University of

l¡[anitoba. The retail (nCommercial") sample was not

classified by cultivar. Of the other five
treatments four were Seafarer and one Exrico. The

'Commercial" r Seafarer | 78-Brandon and

Seafarer I 77-Brandon sanples had unknown storage

conditions. Freshly harvest,ed samples were stored
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Tabl-e 3-1. Origin and storage conditions of navy
beans

Sanple
Descriptíon

Sample
OrÍgin

St,orage
Conditions

"Co¡nmercial i
Seafarer r77-Brandon
Seafarer ! 78-Brandon
Seafarer r83-Brandon
Seafarer r83-Winnipeg
Exrico | 83-lilinnipeg

Unknown
I{.D.A.I
l,ll .D.4.
¡tiloDoA.
u.M.2
u. M.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

¿oc.
loc.
4oc.

]Uanitoba Dept. of AgriculturezUniverstty of llanitoba
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in paper bags at 4oC for one to four weeks.

3.3.2.2 Soaking Methods

Samples were rinsed in Lukewarm tapwaLer in a

standard kitchen sieve prior to soaking. Beans were

soaked Ín distilled water at 20oC (]:4 ratio of bean

to water) for approximately 16 hours.
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3.3.3 ![BC ]tet.hods

The MBC used in this study, consisted of a brass

rack and 25 identical brass plungersr âs described

by Jackson and Varriano-Marston (198f) (Figure 3.I)
with the lowest platform nodified so that the

perforations in the plate were 3 mm in diameter.

Plungers were designed so that the weight and

penetrating tip diameter were adjustable. All
plungers consisted of 5 mm rods with threaded upper

ends to which hollow brass cylinders could be

attached. Lead shot could be placed inside the

hollow cylinders to standardize the plunger

weights. Plunger tips were flat faced and eiÈher 5

mm or 2 mr¡ in dianeter. The four plungers tested had

the following weights and tip dianeters: 65 g, 2 mm;

37.5 gr 2 mm¡ 49.75 gr 5 rqrn; and 48 gt 5 nm. The

force exerted by these plungers was 20.70, 11.94,

2.48 and 2.44 g/nf respectively.

3.3.3.1 Standard operat,ion of IrtBC

For each replication, 25 beans hrere placed on

the appropriate spot on the bottom plate of t,he MBC,

so that the plunger would pass through the bean at
right angles to the cotyledon. Each weighted

n] tlnoer r¿as l-han aontlt¡ nl ar.aå ^ñ f lra ¡nrracnanÄin^vv!!es!,v¡¡sr¡¡Y

bean and the rack placed in a 2 1 beaker or a coffee
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pot (Pyrex model 7759), which was filled with

distilled water at 20oC to a level that was 34 ¡nm

above the bottom plate (Figure 3"21. This was placed

on direct heat and the water was brought quickly to

a boil on high heat in 5-7 minutes. The tine when

boiling conmenced was recorded (0 tirne) and the heat

was reduced so that a slow boil was maintained

throughout the cooking period.

From the start of boilingr ât five minute

intervals the number of plungers dropped were

counted. Cooking continued until all of the

plungers dropped or until 90 ¡ninutes had elapsed

which ever came first. Cumulative totals of
plungers dropped were recorded. Four replications
were conpleted for each treatmemt. The cumulatíve

results fron all four replications were plott,ed as

percent cooked vs. cooking time to produce a

cookability curve.
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Figure 3-2. üattson Bean Cookerr cooking pot and- different Plunger t1Pes.
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3 " 3.4 Sensory Þtethgds
Ì

Panelists were selected from staff and

graduate students of the Qepartment of Foods and

Nutrition, University of l¡lanitoba because of t,heir

availabilty, interest and experience in sensory

evaluation. Training sessions, with discussion,

were conducted using bean sanples cooked t,o varying

degrees, to enable the panelists to identify cooked

navy bean characteristics and t,o give panelists

experience at distinguishing cooked from uncooked

beans. Two separate panels were established. Oner

consisting of five members, carried out the

preliminary sensory testing to establish the inítial
plunger design. This panel did not always consist
of the same five members and on two occasions

consisted of four panelists only. The second panel,

composed of the same nine members¡ ïrâs used in the

final experiment to more thoroughly evaluate the 48

gt 5 mm plunger and to give an indicat,ion of the

preferred cooking point. Two replications were

perforned in each case by the five member panel, and

three by the nine member panel.

At each panel sessionr panelists were presented

with beans from one treatment only, cooked for six
cooking tines (Tables 3-2 and 3-3). These times were

selected based on previously conducted preliminary
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Table 3-2. Cooking tiures for samples tested by five
nember sensory panel

Sample Cooking Times (¡nin)

'Commercialt
Seafarer r77-Brandon
Seafarer r78-Brandon

20,
20,
30t

30t
30t
40,

40,
40,
50t

50t
50'
60t

60' 70
60, 70
70, 80
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Table 3-3. Cooking times for sanples tested by nine
member sensory panel

Sample Cooking limes (¡nin)

Seafarer r83-Brandon
Seaf arer ¡ 83-I{Ínnf peg
Exrico r 83-lilinnipeg

10, 2A,
20r 30,
30, 40,

30
40
50

,
,
,

40,
50t
60t

50t
60,
70,

60
70
80
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experiments and were considered to represent a range

of cooking tines in which the ent,ire sanple would be

cooked. Panelists ïrere asked to test Z0 beans

individually from each cooking tinre and indicate the

number of beans cooked and the number uncooked.

Panelist,s vÍere instructed to include in the cooked

category all beans from those just cooked to those

over cooked. Sp1it as weII whole beans were to be

included for assessment. The ballot used by the

panelists is shown in Figure 3-3. The ballot used

by the five member panel did not incLude a

preference section.

For the five member panel. 250 g of beans were

used, while for the nine member panel, 400 g of dry

beans were used. For both panels, beans vrere

divided into six equal portions and placed in six
pyrex cooking pots each containing 600 m1 (five
member panel) and 800 mI (nine member panel)

distilled water. Start. of cooking time was

staggered so that all samples reached the end of
their cooking period at the same ti¡ne. Six, three

digit coded sample cups containing 25-30 beans each,

were presented to the panelists using a rando¡n order

of presentation. Trays were set up as shown in
Figure 3-4. Opaque red coloured pyrex sample cups

lvere used to maintaín Lhe warmth of the samples.
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BEAN TEXTURE EVALUATION

INSTRUCTIONS ¡

I) T CQOKED:
Evaluate 20 beans at random from each

sample and record on ballot the numbers that you
consider¡ according to your judgenent, to betundercookedt or ocookedt.

Note: The "cooked' category should incLude
all beans that are just barely cooked to overcooked.
It does not indicate only the perfectly cooked beans.

Note¡ Choose at random from all of t,he beans
in the sample. Do not choose only the whole beans.
Include the partial beans and beans with split skins.

2I PREFERENCE:
From each sample select a spoonful

(approx. I0 beans) and chew all at once. Evaluate
for overall texture preference. Circle the sarnple
number of the sample that you preferred.

SA¡.TPLE BALLOT

SAT.[PLE

NU}IBER OF
BEANS

UNDERCOOKED

NUI,TBER OF
BEANS

COOKED

Ao'f lul ++1+U* r+*{ /

++1- rr t ¡ -|,ft't' t///' I8q ?

Figure 3-3. Sample of ballgt used by nine member
sensory panel.r

lthe same balIot, but without the Preference
sect,ion was used by the five member sensory
pane}.
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Figure 3-¿. Sample presentation to panelists.
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Evaluations were conducted in a sensory panel roonr

equipped wÍth individual testÍng booths and with

controlled lighting and testing conditions.

For each navy bean sample tested, the mean

percent cooked value for all panelists for all
replications was calculated for each of the six

cooking tines. Results were plotted as the percent

cooked versus cooking time to produce cookability
curves.
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3.3.5 Statistical ltlethods

A chi-squared analysis of the data from t,he nine

¡nember panel was done to assess whether the results

fron aII 9 panelists could be pooled to give

statistically accurate mean t cooked levels for each

cooking time.

The cumulative mean percent cooked and standard

deviation for each cooking t,ime for four

replications were calculat,ed for t,he ttBC result.s

obtained using the 49.75 g¡ 5 ¡r¡n plunger and the 48

g¡ 5 mm plunger.

The mean percent cooked and st,andard error of

the ¡nean (SEl,t) at each cooking ti¡ne was calculated

for the 5 member and 9 nember panel resuLts.

For the preference test, conducted by the nine

member sensory panel, the results for each sample

judged as preferred was converted into percent

cooked by nultiplying the fraction of 20 cooked by

100. The ¡nean of all 81 judgements (9 panelists x 3

treatments x 3 replications) was calculated along

with the standard deviation. lleans for each

panelistr replication and treatment were also

calculated.
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.4.1 Preliminary Co¡nparison of MBC

CookabilitJr Curves Obtained Usi.ns Three

Plunqer Iypes with Five &lember Sensorv

Panel Cookability Çurves

ì{BC plungers of three different designs (65 g, 2

nmi 37.5 gt 2nni 49.75 gt 5 mm.) were initially
tested on the sanple of oCommercialo beans, and the

cookability curve produced by each of the plungers

was conpared to the curve as determined by a 5

member sensory panel (Figure 3-5). The 65 gr 2 mm

plunger was selected to represent the lightest of

the plunger types described in the literature. The

most, conmon type was the 82 gt 2 mn plunger reported

by Jackson and Varriano-Marston (198I). The 65 g

plunger would apply even less force t,han the 82 g

plunger. The 37.5 gt 2 mm and 49.75 gt 5mm plungers

were proposed as types of plungers that níght prove

to be more predictive of sensory panelists

assessment of cookability. The 48 gt 5 mm plunger

was a refinement of the 49.75 E plunger that the

preliminary portion of the experÍment indicated was

the mosL predictive of the five member panel

results. Values for percent beans cooked at each

cooking time, when determined with the 65 g¡ 2 nm



FÍgure 3-5. Cookability curves for "Commercial"
navy beans as determined by a 5
member sensory panel and by the I'IBC
using 3 plunger t1pes.

plunger - 65.00 g? 2 mm
plunger - 37.50 g? 2 ¡nm
plunger 49.75 g¡ 5 mm
5 member sensory panel
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diameter plungersr were much greater than when

determined by the sensory panel. ft was therefore

concluded that this plunger did not as effectively
reproduce the sensory panelists cookability curves

as the lighterr Iarger dia¡neter plungers. Percent.

eooked values when determined using the two 1íghter

weight plungers r vlere closer to the sensory values

at each cooking time. The 37.5 g, 2mm diameter

plunger, however, produced a cookability curve which

intersected the sensory curve at the 958 cooked

point. The 49.'15 g, 5nn plungers gave a cookabilit,y

curve similar in shape Èo the curve determined by

sensory analysis. Of the plunger designs tested,

thereforer thÍs was considered t,o provide the best

indication of sensory values for navy beans.

3.4.2 Preliminary Conparison of MBC

Cookaþil:ity Curves Obtained Usinq a

49.75 gr 5 sm Plunqer with Five Member

Sensorv Panel CookabilÍty Curves for
Three Samples of Navy Beans

Three samples of navy beanst

"Commercial", SeafarerrTT-Brandon and

SeafarerrTS-Brandon were tested with the llfBC usÍng

the 49.75 gt 5 run plunger and results were compared

with those obtained for the same samples using

sensory evaluation by the five member sensory panel.
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Samples selected for this test had previously been

shown to vary in cookability. As shown Ín Figure

3-6, l¡lBC curves were sinilar, for each sanrple to

that samplesr sensory cookabilit,y curve. Percent

beans cooked at each cooking time was greater for
the nCommercial' sample than for the

SeafarerrTS-Brandon sampler ârd for both of these

samples than for the SeafarerrTT-Brandon sample.

Curves for each sanple as determined by either

sensory or instrumental analysis showed no

overlapping values. Times to cook to the 50t cooked

pointr ês deternined from the cookability curves

were 30 ninutes for the rCommercial" sanpler ês

determined by both methods of analysis, 38 and 37

minutes for the SeafarerrTS-Brandon sample by

sensory and instru¡nental analysis respectively and

49 and 47 minutes for the SeafarerrTT-Brandon by

sensory and instrumental nethods. Table 3-4 conpares

the mean percent cooked and standard error as

measured by the sensory and instrumental methods at

each cooking time for the three samples. It was

concluded that for samples with distinctly different
cookabilitiesr the ÞlBC using 49.75 g 5 mn plungers

gave results that closely approxinrated sensory

values, especially as cooking progressed above 75t

cooked' although cooking times to reach percent
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Fígure 3-6. Cookability cur
of navy beans a
IIIBC with 49.'15

for three sanples
etermÍned by the
2 mm plungers and

"Commercial'tCommerciaL"
Seafarer- I 7 I
Seafarer-r7 8
Seafarer-r77
Seafarer-t77
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Table 3-4. Mean percent cooked as neqsureð by
sensoiyl and instrumental2 nethods
at different cooking times for
Commercial, SeafarerrTS-Brandon and
Seafarer r77-Brandon navy beans

Cooking
Time
(nin)

_ S_ensofy
l{ean

t cooked SE

fnst r tal-
Mean

t cooked SE

Conmercial
20
30
40
50
60
70

Seafarer | 78
Brandon

20
30
40
50
60
70

Seafarer | 77
Brandon

30
¡10
50
60
70
80

9.50
44.50
78.50
93.50
96.00
99.50

1.25
28.13
42.50
83. 13
93.13
95.63

14.25
37.38
48.63
71.50
86.25
89.13

4.95
2L.92
2.12
3.54
2.83
0.71

0.00
6. L9

19.45
0.88
6.19
l.I2

9.55
5.13

I0.78
4.95
r.77
3.01

2.00
51.00
88.00
98.00

100.00
100.00

0. 00
15.00
61.00
83.00
95.00
97.00

2.3r
6.83

53
31
00

0.00
2.00
6. 00
6. 83
3.83
2.00

.00

.87

.18

.45

.53

6
2
0
0 00

62.00

1.00
23.00

77.00
88.00

2
I

t9
15

6

|tive member sensory panel.
2ugC using 49.75 gt 5' mn plungers.
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cooked values above 50t were slightly less using the
i

instrument than were obtained using the sensory

panel.

3.4.3 Comparison of the I'tgC Cookability Curves

ObtaÍned Usinq a 48 Grr 5mn Dia¡neter

Plunqer wÍth Nine ltember Sensorv Panel

Cookaþ:LIitv Curves for Three Samples of

Freshly Harvested of Navy Beans

As shown in the previous experimentr the MBC

with 49.75 gt 5 mm plungers effectively reproduced

sensory cookability curves, however it was thought

that the instrumental results míght even more

closely approximate sensory results if the weight of

the plungers were slightly reduced. For this reason,

the 5 mm diameter plungers were adjusted to 48 g.

Sensory assessmenÈ was carried out by a nine

member trained sensory panel and three replications

were conducted for each of the three freshly

harvested samples of beans. Some variation in

cookability was expected among the samplesr which

were of two cultivars grown at two different
locations. Sanples tested were SeafarerfS3-Brandont

Seaf arer r 83-Irlinnipeg and Exrico ! 83-Winnipeg.

The cookability curves deternined for these

three samples usÍng the l¡lBC and the sensory panel

are shown in Figure 3-7 and mean percent cooked wíth
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Figure 3-7. Cookability curves for 3 samples of
navy beans as deternined by tbe [tBC
with 48 gr 5 mm Plungers and bY a 9
menber sensory Panel.

a-o-
^-A-
t-
!*

UBC Seafarer-1983-Brandon
Panel - Seafarer l983-Brandon
Ì.{BC -Seaf arer-1983-I{pg
Panel - Seafarer-f983-lþg
t'tBC Exrico-l983-Wpg
Panel - ExrÍco-I983-Wpg
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standard error of the mean (sensory) and standard

deviation (instrumental) are shown in Table 3-5.

These curves show very close agreenìent between the

l¡tBC and sensory panel values, with almost identicat
results when bhe percent cooked values were great,er

than 85t. Table 3-5 also indicates the close

agreement.

In this experiment the sensory panel was also

asked to indicate the sample which had the nost

preferred texturer from among the six cooking time

samples presented to them. Results of the

preference test are shown in Table 3-6. Mean

percent cooked preference was 93.70 t 9.68t, an

indication that conparison of cooking times for navy

bean samples night suitably be made using cooking

tine to reach a percent cooked value in the 85-I00t

range.

Comparisons of bean cookability using data

obtained wÍth the t'[BCr have previously been based on

cooking time to reach the 50$ cooked point (Morris,

1964; Jackson and Varriano-lt{arston, 1981). The

appropriatness of the 50t cooked point for
cookability comparison must be questionedr âs

panelists clearly indicated their texture preference

for beans cooked to the 85-100t range. F Ígure 3-8

shows cookability curves for three samples of
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Table 3-5. lllean pegcent cooked as meesured by
sensoiyl and instrunental2 ¡nethods
at dÍfferent cookíng times for
Seafarer | 83-Brandon, Seafarer | 83-
Winnipeg and ExricorS3-Ifinnípeg navy
beans

Cooking
Time
(nin)

_ Sensorlr
l¡!ean

t Cooked SE

Instrumental
!lean

t Cooked SE

Seafarer | 83
Brandon

10
20
30
40
50
60

Seafarer I 83
I{innipeg

20
30
40
50
60
70

Exrico I 83
Winnipeg

30
40
50
60
70
80

4.62
32.59
79.44
97.57
98.14
99. 63

14.06
51. II
86.67
97.04
99. 07
99 .44

24.64
59.22
83.61
90. 18
97.22
98.88

5.78
9.20
7.77
0.32
0.85
0.32

7.39
5.64
4. L9
0.85
0.85
0.56

L2.48
13.30
6.29
3.69
2.42
0,96

0"00
5.00

66.00
96.00
99.00

r00.00

96.00
98.00
99.00

L4.00
56.00
8r.00
93.00
97.00
98.00

.00

.93

.58

.27

.00

.00

2.00
12.81
3.83
3.27
2.31
2.00

5.16
9.79
5.03
3.83
2.00
2.31

0
3

IO
3
2
0

1" 00
39.00
81.00

|nine member sensory pane1.
2 Msc using 48 g, Sinm-plungers.
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Table 3-6. Percent bear¡s Ídentified as cooked in the
preferred saq>Ie by a nine ¡nerber serisoqf panel
for Seafarer I 83-8raldon, Seafarer t 83-{fínnipeg
a¡d Þrricor83-T{innipeg narryr beans

Ty¡n of NaW Bean

Seafarer t 83
Bra¡xJon

Seafarer r83

Winnipeg
Þ<ricor83
I{inni¡æg

PaneI
-ist

Reps. Repg. R€PS.
PaneI
-ist
Dlea¡rI 23232 t I 3

100 r00 85 96.11
85 100 100 94.44
80 95 t00 95.56
80 80 80 78.33

r00 100 100 100.00
100 1.00 95 97.97
I00 I00 77.5 93.05
75 100 100 96.67

I00 90 77.5 92.50

100 95 100
90 95 9s
95 95 95
6s 80 80

100 r00 r00
100 95 r00
8s 100 90

I00 100 100
100 100 85

r00
100
100

75
1.00

9s
90

100
90

9s
90

100
100
100

95
95
9s
90

90
95

100
65

100
100
r00
L00
r00

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

Rep.
Þlean 93.3 95.6 94.4 92.8 95.6 93.9 91.1 96.1 90.6

Sarp1e
Hean 94.44 94.07 92.59

Overall ltlea¡r 93.70t

Overall Sta¡rlard Deviation 8.68t



Figure 3-8. CookabilÍty curves for three samples
of Fleetwood navY beans as
determined by the !{BC with
comparison of cooking time required
required to reach 50t cooked Point
and 92t cooked Point.

0 month
blanched-9 month-f reezer
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Fleetwood navy beans grown at the same location but

undergoing different storage and soaking treat¡nents

(Chapter 5). These curves indicate that the use of

the 50t cooked point rather than the 92t cooked

point will result in very different cooking times

for the same sanple. Also it indicates that for two

of the samples (0 month and unblanched-9 month) the

use of the 50t cooked point indicates that cooking

tines were very si¡nilar while use of t,he 92t cooked

point indicates that the cooking times were very

different. If it could be shown that relative times

to cook to the 50t cooked point were always in the

same ratio as times to cook to the 85-100t cooked

pointr then cooking times to the 50t cooked point

could be used for conparison. Iloweverr Figure 3-8

also shows that if t.he 0 month and blanched sanples

were compared using the 50t cooked pointr cooking

times would be 33 and 50 minutes respectively.

Using the 92t cooked poÍnt' cooking times would be

49 and 77 minutes respectively. This demonstrates

the difficulty in using bhe 50t cooked point as a

relative measurement of cookability since in one

case tha difference in cooking time is 19 minutes

while in the other it is 28 minutes.

Since cookability is defined in terms of the

cooking tine required for beans to reach a texture
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at which panelists consider the beans to be 'cookedo

or 'done" r then Ít seems appropriate to use this
comparison point when using the !1BC to compare

cooking tines of bean samples.

The preference test clearly indicates that the

comparison point should be in the 85-I00t cooked

region. Since the panel preference yJas for samples

that were 93.708 cooked, a sinilar value for the MBC

would be most suitable for comparing cookabílity

with this instrument. Since the HBC consisted of 25

plungers, it was decided that the ti¡ne at which the

23t rd plunger dropped (92* cooked) would be the nost

appropriate comparison point. The 92t cooked point

is also approximately mid-way between 85-1008

cooked.

The time required to reach the 92t cooked point

can be calculated in two ways. Cumulative totals
for the four replications can be calculated and

plotted as cookability curves, and the time to reach

the 92* cooked point can be derived from the graph.

This nethod does not however give an indication of

the range of cooking times between replications"

This can be overcome by measuring the time required

for the 23 I rd bean to cook for each replication and

calculatíng the mean cooking time. This nethod is
more useful when comparing the cooking ti¡nes of
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samples of beans because the within sanple

variabilÍty can be expressed. The two methods wiII
give sÍ¡nilar results in most cases except ín the

case where one replication differs greatly from the

others, in which case the dÍfference in cooking t,ime

as measured by the two ¡nethods would be slightty
different.

3.4.4 The AÞility of the t{BC wi-th Plunqer Type

48o,5mm to Reproduce Sensory Results

The preference test indicated that 85-I00t

cooked was the ¡nost important part of the

cookability curve. It was also very significant
that the cookabilíty curves of the llBC and the

sensory panel agreed most in the 85-100t cooked

regions of the curves. The dífference between the

percent cooked as measured by the ltBC and by the

panel, differed at most by 6t and was generally less

Èhan 2t at any given cooking time between 85-100t

cooked.

The chi squared analysis of the sensory data

indicated that for all cooking times that

corresponded with 85-100t cooked' the percent cooked

preferred by all panelists for all three

replications could be pooled at each cooking timer

to give statistically accurate mean percent cooked

levels at the 5t level (Appendix A).
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Unfortunately because the HBC data was

cunulative and dependent, (the same 25 beans were

used throughout each MBC test), while the percent

cooked vaLues as determined by the panel yrere

independent (separate sub-samples of beans were

cooked to each cooking time). Therefore statistical
correlation could not be performed on the data. The

two methods were plotted seperately as percent

cooked vs. cooking ti¡ne and compared visually
(Figure 3-7). The narrow range of the standard

error of the instrumental and sensory measurements

also indicated that the inst,rumentally deterníned

cookability curves effectively reproduced the

sensory cookability curves.

In summary, the experÍment accomplished its
sLated objectives. The results indicated that the

plunger types described in the literature did not

reproduce sensory results when measuring the cooking

time of navy beans, but that the nodified 48 g¡5 run

plunger did reproduce sensory results. The study

also Índicated that the use of a 50t cooked

reference point as suggested in the literature could

be misleading and that a 92* cooked reference point

is a better indicator of cookability. It was

concluded that the mean cooking time for the 23 t rd

(929) plunger to drop for alL four replications
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provided a good method for comparison of cooking

time. .

Further research should be conducted to use this
approach in adapting the MBC for evaluating other

varieties of PhaseolL¡g vulqaris beans.



CHAPTER 4

EFFECT OF CULTIVAR, GROWING LOCATION AND

CBEMICAL COIITPOSITION ON THE COOKABILITY

OF FRESHLY HARVESTED }IANITOBA GROWN NAVY

BEANS

4.I ABSTR.ACT

Cookabilities of three cultivars of navy

beans grown at three locations in Þlanitoba were

compared using the Mattson Bean Cooker with dB gt 5

mm plungers. 4 replications of 25 bean each were

conducted. Samples were tested within l0 days of
harvest. hlhen cookabilítíes of SeafaEêE¡ Fleetwood

and Exrico navy beans grown at Brandon, Morden and

I{innipeg were compared, effect of growing location
was greater than the effect of cultivar. Cooking

times for all three cultivars were significantly
Ionger (P<0.05) when grown at the titinnipeg

foeation. Exrico beans grown at the l{innipeg

Location took significantly longer to cook (p<0.05)

than Fleetwood or Seafarer, but at other locations
cultivars had sirnilar cooking ti¡nes. post-harvest

drying was not found to affect cooking time of the

Seafarer-Winnipeg sarnples. Cooking times of the

artificially dried and field dried sanples were not

found to be significantly different (p<0.05). There
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was no incidence of hardshell in any of the freshly
harvested navy bean samples. There was no evident,

relationship found between moisture content,, fat,
protein, ash or phyt,ic acid and cooking tÍme.

4.2 INTRODUCTION

New cultivars of pulses being developed in
western Canada are evaluated regularily for
agronomic qualities but are not systematically

assessed for length of cooking tine. The problem of
prolonged cooking tine which is frequently

encountered with navy beans (Phaseolus vulqarís L.)
grown in western Canada, has stimulated research

into the factors involved.

Each variety of edible dry bean has a particular
cooked texture which is considered acceptable or

'cooked" to consumers and the term ocookability'

refers Lo the eooking Èime required to reach that
texture (Moscoso, 198I). Prolonged cooking or poor

cookability can occur because of two separate but

sometines related phenomäna, uhardshelL" and the

"hard-to-cook condit,ion'. "Hardshelf is a

condition in which the seed fails to imbibe within a

reasonable length of time during the soaking stage

(Bourne , 19671, while the hard-to-cook phenomenon is
a condition in which the bean has prolonged cooking
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time during the cooking stage ltself, often after
having í¡nbibed normally (l{olina et al., L976¡ Burr

et al. r 1968) .

Genetic , environmental, handling factors

related to growÍng LocatÍonr âs ¡rell as chemical

composition ( moisture, fat, protein, ash and phytic

asid) all affect the cookability of freshly

harvested navy beans. Beans of different Genera and

of different varieties wiLhin the family Legu¡ninosae

nay range in cooking tinesr €vêD when freshly
harvested, from less than 30 ¡ninutes to several

hours. Although hardshellr the second aspect of

cookability, has not commomly been reported in
freshly harvested Phaseolgs beans, it has been

related to interaction between genetic variation,
growÍng location and storage conditions (Bourne,

1967; Gloyerr 1928a).

Within the navy variety, different cultivars
have also been shoyün to have different cooking

tímes. Voisey and Larmond, (1971) assessed the

cooking tine of four cultivars of navy beans,

Seawayr Sanilac, Seafarer and an experímental

cultivar 779-629. AIl samples were gro$¡n in the

sane locationr harvested and handled in t,he same

manner and tested when fresh. Instrumental

measurements of texture índicated that the Sanilac
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and 799-629 cooked signÍficantly faster than did the

Seaway and Seafarer.

Quenzer -e! gl. (1978) assessed three cultivars
of pinto beans grown at three locatlons (two in

Texas and one in ldaho) for texture (shear values)

and sensory preference after 90 ninutes of cooking.

They reported that cultivar did not have as

significant an effecÈ as did location on the texture

or preference of the beans. Bhatty et al. (1983)

studying two cultivars of lentils (Lens culinaris)
reported that growing location had a much greater

influence on cooking qualíty t,han did cultivar.
Snyder (1936) studied navy beans (cultivar
unspecified) grown at three locations in !,tichigârir

one location in eolorado and one location in
Nebraska and reported that Èhe percent beans

uncooked after 75 mínutes of cooking ranged from 15

to 28t indicatíng an effect of location on cookíng

time.

The effect of growing location is the result of

the combined effects of many variables, including

seeding date, harvest date, soil type, climatic
conditions, crop treatment (fertÍtizer, herbicide,
pesticide), harvest conditions and post harvest

treat¡nent (dryingr handling). Howeverr for this
study, the effect of growíng location will be
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discussed as a general effect, only.
Moscoso (f981) and StanLey and Aguilera (f9S5)

have extensively reviewed the effects of chemical

compositÍon on cookability. Moisture content,
protein and ash have only índirect, ambiguous or

poorly understood effects upon cooking time. Morris

and lrlood (1956) reported that beans stored with a

low moisture content (<IOt) did not undergo changes

in cookability after one year of storage at 25oC.

Hughes and Sandsted (1975) and Burr -* e!. (1968)

reported that high moÍsture cont,ent in beans stored
at high temperat,ure (>21.loC) was related to poor

cooking quality. ltuneta (1964) and Snyder (f936)

reported no correlation between moisture content and

cookabilÍty. Protein content has not been shown to
affect cooking time directly, but several studies

have shown that storage conditions whích can cause

prolonged cookíng ti¡nes in beans, such as condítions
of high temperature and high humidityr cân also
decrease protein effÍcíency ratio (pER) (Sgarbieri

and Whitaker I L982) and increase the nitrogen
solubility of beans (trlolina et aI., 1926). The

relationshÍp between these changes in protein
characteristics and prolonged cooking time is
presently unknown.

Takayama et -e-1. (1965) found that triglyceride,
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phosphatÍde and crude lipid content correlated to a

small degree with cooking ti¡¡e, although

correlations did not rise above 0.2 and none were

signif fcant,. lluneta (1964) postulated that texture
of beans may be affected by oxidation and

polymerization of lipids. Thus increased lípid
content could contribute to poor cookability by

increasing the extent of oxidation and

polymerization during storage conditions of high

tenperature and high humidity.

Phytate, myo-inositol hexakisphophate, is a

storage form of phosphate found in all legune seeds

in concentrations varying fron 0.3 to as high as

2.51 on a dry basis (Stan1ey and Aguilera, l9B5).
I'lattson (1946) reported that hard-to-cook peas

contained much less phytate (50t less) than normaL

cooking peas. I{attson also found that removal of
phytate by soaking or enzymatic action could induce

prolonged cooking tÍne. It was postulated that in
normal cooking peas and beans, the phytate, which is
a strong chelating agent and binds ionically to
divalent and monovalent cations, acts in the middle

lanella to chelate calcium and magnesium cations,
thus reducing the pectate crosstink bonds and

allowing the dissolution of the middle lametlar

tissue. Jones and Boulter (1983) working with black
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beans and Kon and Sanshuck (I-981), working with navy

beans, reported that reduction in phytate

correlated with increased cooking t,i¡ne. However,

Crean and Halsman (f963) and Rosenbaun and Baker

(1969) reported that phytate did not play a
significant role in the prolonged cookÍng time of

beans.

The roles of other specific minerals,
polyphenoLs, pectins and lignin may also be

important in the chemical processes that cont,ribute

to poor cookability in beans. Further investigation
of these factors as well as of interactions between

phytate, calciu¡n and magnesium is needed.

The objectives of the study werer first to

deter¡nine the effects of cultivar and growing

locatíon on the cookability of lrtanitoba grown navy

beans, secondly to assess the effect of chernical

composition on cookabilíty and thírdly to assess the

effect of post harvest dryÍng on cookability.
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4.3 I,I.ATERIALS AND IITEÎHODS

Ten 200 g samples of navy beans were obtalned

from the f9B3 lllanitoba Co-operative Field Bean

Trials. The ten samples consisted of 3 pure line
(one genot,ype) cultivars (seafarer, Fleetwood and

Exrico), each grown in 3 locations (Tfinnipeg,

Brandon and Morden). Eour sarnples vrere obtained fro¡n

Winnipeg. The three samples from the Brandon

location yrere field dried, while three of the four

samples from Winnipeg were artffÍcialIy dried in a

hot air drier. The fourth WÍnnipeg sample was a

field dried Seafarer sanple harvested under drier
harvest conditionsr one week later than the other

three samples. The three Èlorden sanples were air
dried at room temperature.

The Seafarer is an early maturing bush-bean

cultivar t,hat is widely gronn in Itîanitoba.

Fleebwood and Exrico are late maturÍng bush-bean

cultivars t,hat are conmonly grown Ín southern

Ontario but are not commercially grown in lrtanitoba

(Robertson and Erazierr 1982; It{cVetty, I985).

All sanples lrere tested for cooking time within
10 days of harvestr that is wit.hin three days of

receipt. All samples yrere stored under

refrigeration (¿"C) until tested. CookÍng times

were determined using the &lattson Bean Cooker (!,tBC)
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equipped with 48 gr 5 mm plungers as descrfbed in
Chapter 3. Four replications of the MBC test (25

beans each) were conducted on each sample, using a

totaL of 100 beans. Cooking time was determined by

averaging the time required to reach the gZN cooked

point for each of the four replications.
A factorÍal analysis of varÍance ïJas used to

detect sÍgnificant differences in cookfng times due

to cultÍvar and location. Mean cooking ti¡nes for
the three cultívars were conpared for each Location

separately by one nay analysis of varÍancer and mean

cookíng tímes for the three locations were compared

separately for each cultivar by one way analysis of
variance.

Cooking times for the artificÍally dried and

field dried Seafarer-Ifinnipeg samples were compared

using a t-test. Also, one way anatysis of variance

was used to conpare cooking time of the field dried
Seafarer-!{innipeg sample with the Seafarer-Morden

and Seafarer-Brandon samples.

Moist,ure content, on an "as iso basis was

determined using the AACC Met,hod 44-15A 1.983, two

stage method. Fat was determined usÍng Soxhtet

extraction. ProteÍn was determined fro¡n Kjeldahl
nitrogen (Nx6.25) using AACC Þ{ethod 46-L2, lg83,

using tltanium oxide as a catalyst. Ash
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determinations were carried out at 600oC for 2 hours

using AACC l'[ethod 08-03r 1983. phyt,ic acid was

deter¡nined by the ¡uethod of tatta and Eskin (I9S0)

with the following revisions. The sarnples were

extracted by placing one gran of sanple in a 20 mm x

L25 nm screw-top tube to which 20 ml of 0.65 N HCI

was added. Tubes were capped tightty and placed

horizontally in a shaker for one hour. After
centrifugation, 5 ml of supernatant was diluted to
25 ml and 2 mL of this was put onto a prepared ion

exchange column containing 0.4 g of resin. Inorganic
phosphorus and impurities were eluted wíth 10 ml of
0.I N NaCl. Phytate was eluted wíth 10 mI of 0.2 N

NaCI To each tube containing 10 nl of elutant 3.3 ¡nl

of Wade Reagent, was added. The tubes were covered

with parafilm and nixed. After centrifugation the

absorbance of the supernatant was measured at 500

nm.

Percent hardshell was determined by countÍng the

number of seeds whÍch failed bo imbibe during t,he

soaking stage and by calculating this as a percent

of the total number soaked.
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4.4 RESULTS AND DISCT'SSION

4.4.L Effect 9¡! Cultivar and Location

llean cooking times, standard deviations

and proxi¡nate analysis for each of the ten samples

are listed in Table 4-1. No hardshell was detected,

confírming reports in the l.iterature that hardshell

is not usually encountered in sanples of freshly
harvested beans (GLoyer, 1928a; Bourne, 1967).

Factorial analysis of variance on the data for
the three cultivars grown at three locations
,^---t--5!--rL-lexsruqrng Er]e wrnn¡.per f,lel'o-(¡rte(I sampJ-e)

indicated a highty significant effect, of both

cultivar and location, with no significant,
interaction between cultivar and location (Table

4-21 . lilhen grown at the l{innipeg location the

cultivar Exrico had the longest nean cooking tÍmer

65.50 minutes, cooking tÍme for the Fleetwood

cultivar was shorter, 51.25 ¡ninut,es and cooking ti¡ne

for the Seafarer was shortest at 49.25 minutes.

This patt,ern was repeated at all three growing

locations. Eovrever, when one-$¡ay analysls of

variance and Tukey mean separation tests were

conduct,ed to compare mean cooking times of the three

cuLtivars at each growíng locatÍon separately, a

signÍficant difference (Pl 0.05) was detected only
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Table 4-1. CookÍrg tímesr proximâte cøposition anl phytic acid
content of freshly han¡ested navy beans

ê Cookfuq Tire3
(nin)

Mean SD

Proxfunate ørcosition
crürÍ-
varl

f,OCat-
ionl

l{ois-
ture+ Fat
tt

Phltic
Acid
t

Protein Ash
tt

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I

9.60
L2.76
11.53
10.52
12.52
9.94

12.58
ct 4Ê()cZ(J

r0.20
12.I4

M

B
B
t{
B
M

w
ws
¡¿s
w.s

s
s
F
F
E
E
s
Ð
F
E

33.75
34.75
39.50
39.75
40"75
44.00
44.50
49.25
51.25
65.50

3.09
2.8'7
4.51
2.22
3"20
8.04
1.91
I tUl
1.71

10.75

26
79
83
09
42
32
37
88
80
46

a

a

70
54
38
66
52
70
51
E?JI
58

a

a

a

a

a

23
28
27
24
29
26
27
26
27
30

4.34
3.87
3.86
4.16
4.L2
4.46
¿.03
4.02
3.99
4.27

r"70
1.58
1.31
1.34
L.42
1.69
I.5I
1..44
1.25
1.40

lCr¡Itivar: S =Seafareri F =Fleet¡r¡oodi E =Þrriæ;
lmcatton: T{ = Wfnnfpeg} B = Brarrloni }l = Morden;
3uean cooking ti¡ne of fotrr replicatior¡s by MBC procdure wiLtr
-plungers 48 g¡ 5 lrm.
4üoisture content on an "as is basis". ÀIl ott¡er data as a
-percentage of dry reight.
¡Mectnnically dried
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Table 4-2. Factorial analysis of variance of
cooking times of three navy bean
cult,ivars grown at three locations

Source of
VarÍation df l,lS F

Replication
Cultivar
tocation
CrL
Er ror
Total

3
2
2
4

24
35

I1.29
357.53

1102. lr
51.36
34.44

0. 33
10.38**
32.00**
r. ¿g

**P<0.0r.
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between the mean cookÍng times of the cultivars
ExrÍco and Seafarer at the Winnipeg location.
Analysis of variance is shown in Table 4-3 and Tukey

mean separation results are shown in Figure 4-L. It
could not be concluded that there was a significant
effect of cultivar on cooking time, however, the

slíghtly but consfstently longer cooking times of

the cultivar Exrico at two of the locations and the

sÍgnificantly longer cooking time for the cultivar
grown at the !{innipeg location (15 minutes)

indicated that cuLtivar can Ínfluence cooking time

in some cases; and had more replicat.ions been

performed, nore signÍficant differences might, have

been found.

As can also be seen in Figure 4-1, cooking tÍmes

for alL cultÍvars nere longer when grown at the

Slinnipeg location than when the same cultivars were

grown at Brandon and Morden. One way analysis of

variance and Tukey mean separation tests conducted

to compare cooking ti¡nes at the three locations for
the three cultivars separately confirmed that
cooking tine was significantly Ereater for all
cultivars at the lfÍnnipeg locat,ion than at the other

two locations. Analysis of variance is shown in
Table 4"4 and Tukey mean separation is shotrn in
FÍgure 4-2. The Seafarer beans grown at Winnipeg
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Table ¿-3. One way analysfs of variançe F-values
for thê effect of cultivarl on
cooking times of navy beans grown at
three locatÍons

Location
Source of
Variation

Winnipeg
F

Brandon
F

ltorden
Fdf

Cultivar
Er ror
lot,al

2
9

11

5.58* 3.09 4.04

lExrico, Fleetwood and Seafarer
*P<0.05
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LOCATION

Figure 4-1. eomparison of mean cooking tines of
three cultivars of navy beans for
three locations.

ab neans at, the same location with tbe same
letter are not significantly different
(P<0.05) by Tukey mean separation.

a
a
b b a a a a a a
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Table 4-4. One way analysis of variance F-val
for the effect of growing locatÍon
on the cooking times of three
cultivars of navy beans

Cultlvar

uesI

Source of
Variation

Exrico
F

Fleetwood
F

Seafarer
Fdf

Location
Er ror
Total

2
9

11

ll.38** Ig.Lg** 13.26**

lwinnipeg, Brandon and Þtorden.**P<0.0I
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CULTIVAR

Figure 4-2. Comparison of mean cookÍng tÍmes of
navy bean eamples grown at three
locations for three cultivars"

ab means for the same cultivar with the same
Ietter are not signifieantly different
(P<0.05) by Tukey mean separation.

a b a b a b
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had a sÍgnificantly longer mean cooking time | 49.25

minutesr than those from eit,her Brandon, 34.-ls

minutes t et Dlorden, 33.75 minutes. The pattern was

the same for the Exrico and Fleetwood cultivars. It
was concluded that there was a significant effect of
growing location on cooking ti¡ne. These results,
therefore confirm the results of the studies of

Quenzer -gþ al. (1978) and Bhatty g! aI. (f983) who

reported that dÍfferences in growing locations are

likely to produce greater variabilíty in cookíng

tíme than are differences between cultivars.
4.4.2 Effect of Post-Harvest, Drying

A large number of fact,ors related to
growing Location and harvesting condition could be

responsible for the reported variation in cooking

time. One factor that was isolated in this study

was the effect of post-harvest drying. Because the

harvest períod at the gtinnipeg location was very

wet, the samples from this location were dried

artificialty in a hot air drier to reduce the

moist,ure content, which was above l3tr to a more

acceptable level (<l3t) r to prevent nould growth

during storage. Therefore the moisture contents of
the Seafarer beans grovrn at lilinnipeg were lower than

the moisture contents of the Seafarer beans grown at

the other locations (Table 4-1) which were not dried
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under high heat. The beans from Brandon were not

treated at alL while samples from l,lorden were air
dried at room tenperature. An initial look at TabLe

4-I would seem to indicate a stight relationship
between cooking time and moisture content. However,

when a sample of Seafarer beans from the I{innipeg

location which was harvested approximately a week

later under dríer weather conditions and was not

artificially dried, was compared to the artÍficially
dried samplesr nêân cooking tímes were not

significantly different, between the artificially
dried and field dried samples (Appendix-TabLe B-7),

even though the field dried sanple had a moÍsture

content that was considerably higher (12.58t vs.

8.26t). Analysis of variance and Tukey mean

separation t,ests indicated, however, that the field
dried Seafarer sample from !{innipeg was

signÍficantly different (PJO.05) from the Seafarer

samples grown at Morden and Brandon (Tab1e 4-5) as

were the artifÍcialty dried Seafarer sample (Table

4-4r. Therefore it was concluded that the cause of

the longer cookÍng time for the l{innipeg grolvn

Seafarer beans was not the drying method, but was

due to gröwing locatÍon. Muneta (L964) and Snyder

(1936) also found that molsture content at harvest

did not sÍgnifÍcantly affect cookabilÍty of fresh
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Table 4-5 AnaJ.ysis of variance of cooking time
of field dried Seafarer-Winnipeg,
Seafarer-Brandon and Seafarer-Morden
navy beang.

Sources of Variation df t{s F

Location
Error
Total

2
9

1l

L41.09
7.17

19.68**

**P<0.0I

Tukey Hean Separation

[,ocations: Winnípeg
Þleans t 44.50 a

Brandon
34.74 b

Þtorden
33.75 b

SE = l-34
LSD (P<0.05) = 1.34 x 3.95 = 5.29
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beans.
ì

¿.4.3 Cooking Tl¡ne and Chemical Compagition

Results of the proximate analysis along with
mean cooking times are shown in Table 4-1. There was

no evident relationship between any of the

components measured and mean cooking time.

The nost important conclusions to be drawn from

this portion of the experiment nere that moisture

content did not seem to influence cooking time, and

that the results of the phytic acid analysís did not

support the results of the studies by Jones and

BoulÈer (1983) or Kon and Sanshuck (fgSI) who found

that reduction in phytate correlated with increased

cooking time, and supported the work of Crean and

Haisman (1963) and Rosenbaum and Baker (1969) who

reported that phytate did not play a significant
role in the prolonged cooking tine of beans.



CHAPTER 5

THE EFFECT OF STORAGE CONDITION AND

DURATION OF STORAGE ON THE COOKING

TIME OF TWO CULTIVARS OF NAVY BEANS

GROTfN AT THREE LOCATIONS IN }IANITOBA

5.1 ABSTRÀCT

The cookabiLities of Seafarer and Fleetwood

cultivars grown at l{innipegr Brandon and Èlorden

locations and stored for 9 months under freezerr
prairie outdoor anbient (POA) and sinulated

semí-Èropieal (SSf¡ eonditions were measured at
three month intervaLs. Cookability was ¡neasured

using t,he MBC with 48 g, 5 nm plungers. 4

replications of 25 beans each v¡ere conducted. The

Fleetwood saurples had much longer cooking tlmes (a

minimum of 40 ¡ninutes longer) aft,er freezer storage

while the Seafarer samples were not significantly
affected. The Fleetwood samples showed a high

íncidence of hardshell (f2t to 32t) while the

Seafarer had 0t hardshell under freezer storage.

Under POA storage conditions, the t'leetwood samples

had l6t to 20t hardshell and prolonged cooking ti¡ne

under frozen outdoor (February-3 month) conditions

but were unaffected at 6 and 9 months (May,
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August). Seafarer sanrples were unaffected by pOA

storage condÍtions. Under SST condÍtions, Fleetwood

samples nere unaffected, while the Seafarer showed a

slight rise in cooking times of L2 to 15 urinutes

over the 9 nonth period. Neither cultivar showed

any incidence of hardshell under SST condÍtions.

The samples grown at the Winnipeg location had

consistently longer cooing tirnes than the samples

grown at the other locations.

5"2 INÎRODUCTION

New cultivars of pulses being developed in
western Canada are evaluated regularLy for agronomic

qualÍties but are not systematically assessed for
length of cooking tine. The problen of prolonged

cookability whicb is frequently encount,ered with

stored navy beans and other Phaseal,!¡E varieties
gronn in western Canada, can cause loss of

nutrients, increased consunption of energy and

consumer rejection.
Each variety of edible dry bean has a particular

cooked texture which is considered acceptable or

'cooked' to consumers and the term icookabilítyr

refers to the cooking tine required to reach that
texture (Moscosor I98l). Prolonged cookÍng or poor
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cookability can occur because of two separate but.
sometimes relat,ed phenomena, ihardshellr and the
ihard-to-cook condition. i 'Hardshe1lE ís a condítion

in whÍch the seed fails to imbibe within a

reasonable length of time during the soaking stage

(Bourne I 19671 | while the hard-Èo-cook phenomenon is
a condition in which Èhe bean has prolonged cooking

ti¡ne during the cooking stage itself often after
having inbibed normally (l{olina et aI.r L976; Burr

et al. r 1968) .

Storage conditions play a major role in the

problem of poor cookability. Both hardshell and

hard-to-cook beans occur more often in stored than

in fresh beansr âDd usually the degree of poor

cookability increases with storage tine. Because

the effects of genetic difference¡ and of growing

Location interact with the effects of storage, and

nany studies have failed to specify cultivar and

growing location when comparing the effects of
storage conditíons, conflicting conclusions have

often been reported,

Burr eL al., (f968) studied navy (cv. Sanilac)

beans grown in the 1961 and 1963 crop years. Fresh

beans lrere neasured for cooking time, then st,ored at
various temperatures and relative humidities
(R.H.). Sanilacs with a moisture content of 14,2t
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initially required 27 ninutes to cook but after ll
months of storage at 32.2oC required 450 ¡ninutes, a

L7 fold increase in cooking time. At lower moisture

contenbsr but at high tenperatüf,€¡ (32.2oC) and for
all samples held at 2l.loC, loss of cookability was

less dramatic. cooking times were measured with the

llBC usÍng the 50t cooked comparÍson point, and also

the beans were blanched before soakíngr so that the

extent of hardshell was nasked (see chapter 6 for
furbher discussion). Burr et êÅ. (1968) also found

that pintos and limas behaved in similar fashion.
l¡luneta (f96¿) reported a study of four varieties of
Phaseolus (pinto, great, nort,hern, rnichilite and

small red). Each variety was grown at two

locations. Storage was at room temperature for lB

months. The samples with higher moisture contents

took longer to cook and lrtuneta (f964) also concluded

that growing location had a considerable effect on

the cooking tÍne of dry beans aft,er extended

storage. It was not specified if the same cultivar
of each variety was grown at both locations.

Cooking time of the fresh samples was not recorded

and samples were blanched before cookÍng so that the

extent of hardsheLl was not reported.

Antunes and SgarbÍeri (L979) studied the Rosinha

G2 variety (_PhaseolUs vglqa¿fs L.) to deter¡nine
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cooking time.and percent hardshell under laboratory

sÈorage conditions (25oC, 65-70t R.H.), refrigerator
conditions (t2oC, 52t R.H.) and simulated tropical
conditions (37oc, 76N R.E.). Samples were not

blanched before soaking. nefrigerator storage

showed no change in percent hardshell after six
nonths. The laboratory storage sample rose from

Iess than 5t hardshell to over 50t hardshell, while

under sÍmulated tropical conditions there was a

slight rÍse in hardshell after 2 months which then

fell to 0t after 4 months of storage. A six member

expert sensory panel assessed adequate cooking time

for each storage condition. Under refrigerator
condítions, cookÍng tine rose from 60 to 90 nrinutes,

and under laboratory conditions cooking time rose

fro¡n 60 to 116 ninutes. For the simulated tropical
conditions, cooking time rose fron 60 to 300

mÍnutes. It was not specified whether the hardshell

beans were Íncluded or were discarded before

testÍng.

Hughes and Sandsted (1975) studied the effect of

storage on California light red kidney beans

(Phaseolus vulqaËis L.). Samples were stored at lo
C, I2oC and 24oC in all combinat,ions with 30t and

80t R.H. for a period of one year. They found that
storage temperature had only a slight influence on
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the time required to cook beans after storage for
one year at 30t humidÍty, but that the cookÍng time

for beans stored at 80t R.H. increased with

increases fn storage temperature. There was litt1e
or no difference in the cooking time for beans

stored at either 30 or 80t R.H. at loC. Gloyer

(1928a) reported that Phase¡ll.us beans stored in a

heated laboratory under conditions of low R.H.

developed hardshell. He also reported that when the

beans were removed out-of-doors where the

tenperature was lower and the R.H. hÍgherr the

hardshell was eliminated, Índicating that the

hardshell condition yras reversable. Jackson and

VarrÍano-l¡larston (f981) reported that the cooking

time of black beans (50t cooked) was much increased

by storage for one year under laboratory conditions,

and that black beans stored for 55 days at 4loC and

75t R.H. did not cook aft,er six hours of cookÍng.

Þlorris and Wood (1956) reported no effect on the

cooking time for li¡nas and Sanilacs stored at -23.30

C. l,lorris (1964) reported no effect on the cookíng

tine for limas and Sanilacs stored at 4.4oC for 9

nonths and Snyder (1936) reported no effect after
storage for 15-17 mont,hs at 7.zo}.

In general the literature seems to agree that:
regrigerator storage at loc to 4oc and over a range
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of R.H. has little effect on cookability;
refrigerator storage from 4-r2oc has only a moderate

effect at all humidities; Freezer storage <.-l0oC

has no effect on cookability at any R.E.¡ heated

laboratory conditions (>2OoC and low R.H. ) increase

hardshell but not necessarily cooking tÍme;

sÍmulated tropical conditions (>25oC and >75t R.H.)

increase cooking Èime but do not increase incidence

of hardshell.

It is unfortunate that the liÈerature does not

contain any studies comparing the effects of
different storage regimes on different curtivars of
navy or on any other types of dry beans. Also there
are no studies on the effect of prairÍe outdoor

ambíent st,orage conditions. Freezer storage was

mentioned only by t{orris and Wood (1956) who found

that it had no effect.
The objectives of the study were to examine the

effect of three storage condÍtions (freezerr prairie
outdoor a¡nbient, and simulated seuri-tropical) and

duration of storage (3, 6 and 9 mont,hs) on the

cookability of two navy bean cultivars (seafarer and

Fleetwood) grown at three locations in Manitoba

(Brandon' llorden and lilínnipeg) " The effect of these

factors on cookabÍlity, both on hardsherr and on the

hard-to-cook phenomenon, were assessed.
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5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.3.1 llateri_als

Six sanples of navy beans (phaseo_It¡E vulqar_ig

t.) were obtained fron t,he 1983 ManÍtoba

Co-operative Fie1d Bean TrÍals. They consisted of
two pure line (self-polIÍnated, one genotype)

cultÍvars (seafarer and Fleetwood) grown at three

locatÍons (Ílínnipeg, Brandon and ![orden).

5.3.2 Storaqe Condi_tÍons

Because all of the saurples were not harvested at
the same dater all saurples were st.ored under

refrigerator conditions (¿"C) upon arrival untÍI the

conmencement of the storage study. Fifty gram

samples of each cultivar from each growing location

were stored for 3, 6 and 9 nonth periods under the

foLlowing conditions: Freezer (-I0¿to -zïoc, unknown

R.H.) i prairie outdoor ambient (out.door anbient

weather conditions at glinnipeg, l¡fanitoba, from

Nove¡nber, L983 to August, f984); simulated

semi-tropicat (20ÔC, 65t R.H.). The praÍrie outdoor

ambient, (POA) conditions were chosen to represent

typical on-far¡n storage conditions on the Canadian

prairies, and the sinulated semi-tropical (SST)

conditions were chosen as the best possibte

representation of storage conditions in semi-
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tropical third world countriesr the likely
recipienÈs of exported ¡uestern Canadian navy beans.

Att sanples urere stored in kraft paper bags

except those stored under freezer condítions, which

rûere stored in sealed plastic bags to prevent

freezer burnr then placed ín a sealed plastic pail.
PoA sa¡npres lrere stored in ventilated prastic pairs
to arrow equilibriation with the ambient temperature

and hunidity. The SST samples were stored under

controlled conditions on an open shelf to allow
equiribriation with the controlred atnosphere of the

sforage roo¡n.

5.3.3 lleasurement. cl! EardgheII

Fifty gram sanples were placed in a 250 ¡nl

beaker containing L50 nl distirred water and soaked

for 12-16 hours at zOoC (room tenperature). At the

end of the soaking period, the number of unimbibed

beans (hardshell beans) was counted and recorded as

percent. of sample.

5.3.4 Irteasurement c.¡E Cookinq Time

Cooking time was neasured using the l¡lattson Bean

Cooker (!.fBC) procedure described in Chapter 3. The

plunger type used weighed 48 gr with a 5 m¡n dia¡neter

flat face. Four replications of ZS beans each (I00

beans in tot,al) were tested for each sample.

Cooking time was determined by averaging the time
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required to reach the 92t cooked point, for the four
replications of the test. Samples were cooked to a

maximum of ninety minutee.

CookÍng time was neasured upon recelpt of the

samplesr ât the start of the storage period (0

nonth) and after threer six and nÍne months of
storage,

5.3.5 Statistical ènalysls
The experíment was designed as a 2x3x3x4

factoriat wÍth censored data (2 cultivars x 3

growing locations x 3 storage nrethods x 4 storage

tÍmes). Data lras considered censored because

cooking continued to a ¡naximum of 90 minutes.

Factorial analysis of variance nas conducted to
detect differences in cookÍng times due to cultivar,
location, storage method and storage time.

Factorial analysis of variance was arso conducted to
detect sÍgnificant differences in cooking tÍnes due

to location, storage method and storage time for
each cultivar separately.

One way analysis of variance (with Tukey mean

separation) was conducted to detect signifÍcant
differences in cooking time due to location at each

separate storage time. One way analysis of variance
(with Tukey mean separation) was also conducted to
detect dÍfferences in cookíng time due to storage
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time for each LocatÍon separately.

Mean cooking times of freshly harvested samples

and sanples at the start of the storage study (O

month) were compared for significant difference by

t- test.
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5.4 RESUITS AND DISCUSSION

5.4.1 Ef f ect o:E Ref elgerator Storaqe

!!ean cookÍng tines and standard deviations are

shown for each cultivar at each growing location
when the samples were freshly harvest,ed, and also at
the start of the storage study (0 month) rin Table

5-1. Although comparÍson by t-test did not indicate
a signíficant difference between the freshly
harvested and 0 nronth samples at any location,
cooking tines for the Fleetwood sanples increased

more than did eooking times for the Seafarer

sanples. Fleetwood saurpres f rom Brandon and l{orden

increased in cooking times from 39.50 to 48.25

minut,es and from 39.75 to 47 minutes respectively.
This is an indÍcation that the two cultivars nay

react differently to refrigerator storage. A larger
sample size or longer sÈorage t,i¡ne rnight have

resulted in signíficantly longer cooking ti¡nes.

Although these results do not contradict, neither do

t.hey confirm reports in the lÍterature that
refrÍgerator storage does not affect cooking time

(Snyder, 1936; Hughes and Sandsted, l9Z5).

5.4.2 Storagg Study

The initial factorial analysis of varíance

indicated a highly significant effect of cultivar,
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Table 5-t l{ean cooking times of navy beans atof harvest and at st,art of storage s(0 month)

ri
tu

ne
dy

rreslrl 0 Month2Cuìt{r¡ar Locat i on SD Mca n .sD

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleetwood
Fleetwood
Fleetwood

Winnípeg
Brandon
Morden

Winnipeg
Brandon
l¡lorden

49.25a
34.75a
33.75a

51.25a
39.50a
39.75a

46.00a
38.75a
36.50a

52.00a
48.25a
47.00a

1.41
4.57
4.65

15.35
4.50
7.70

7.09
2.87
3.10

1.71
4.51
2.22

lTested on following dates:
Seafarer ÏÍinnÍpeg - Sept 2L/83
Seafarer Brandon - Sept L3/83
Seafarer l¡iorden - Oct. 3/83
Fleetwood l{innipeg - Sept 23/83
Fleetwood Brandon - Sept L4/83
Fleetwood l{orden - Oct 5/83

2fested on following dates:
Seafarer - all sanples - Nov LB/93
Fleetwood - all samples - Nov ZL/83

a means
sÍgnif
test.

1n
1C

row followed by the same letter are notantly different (P<0.05) by Studentrs t-
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storage nethod, storage time and location (Tab1e

5-2). The highly signlficant interaction between

cultivar and storage ¡nethod, cultÍvar and storage

time as well as between cult,ivar and location
indicated that it was necessary to conduct analysis
of variance to detect differences in cooking time

due to storage method, storage tine and location for
each cultivar separately. F values and levels of
significance for both cultivars are shown in Table

5-3.

Hean cooking times and percent hardshell under

each storage condition are shown separately in
Tab1es 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6. Mean cooking times and

standard deviations are presented for both curtivars
under each storage condition separately in Figures¡
5-I, 5-2 and 5-3. These tables and figures elearly
indicate that there was a different effect on the

two cultivars of each st,orage condition.
5.4.2.1 EfJect of freezer sto.raoe

Þlean cooking tínes and percent hardshell of the

two cult,ivars under freezer storage condÍtions are

given Table 5-4. Cooking times of the Seafarer

samples were largely unaffected by freezer storage.

Only one sample, the WÍnnipeg-6 month sample had a

signÍficantly longer cooking time (p<0.05) than the

0 mont,h sample. This result seens anonalous and
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Table 5-2" Factorial analysis of varÍance
F-vaLues for the effect of
cultivar, storage nethod, storage
ti¡ne and location on cooking times
of stored Seafarer and Fleetwood
navy beans

Source of VarÍation df F

Cultivar
Storage Method
Storage Time
Locatlon
CxSM
CxST
CxL
Sl¡l x ST
SMxL
STxL
CxSt[xST
CxSMxL
CxLxST
S}TxSTxL
CXSMxSTxL

t
2
3
2
2
3
2
6
4
6
6
4
6

L2
L2

629 " 3B***
gg. g4***
67 .7 4***
58.58***

138.2L**tc
46.37***

7 .84*tc*
31.63***

0, gl
2.27r,

38.08***
2.7'l*
1.75
1.14
2. 15*

***P<0.00L.
**P<0.01.
*P<0. 05.
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Tab1e 5-3. Factorial analysis of variance
F-values for the effects of sÈorage
method, etorage time and location
on cooking times of Seafarer and
Fleetwood navy beans

Source of
VariatÍon df

Seafarer
F

Fleetwood
F

Storage M

Storage T
Location
sll ST

ethod
ime

xL

R O2**
21.16***
93.51***

2.7 6*
L.76
3.83**
3.18***

156. 12***
7I.06***
10.04***
4-1 .34***
1.86
1.31
1.05

s14
ST
SM

x
x
x
x

2
3
2
6
4
6

T2

L
L
ST

***P<0.001
**P<0.01
*P<0.05
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rabre 5-4 Effect of freezer etorage on nean oooking tímes ant

¡nrcent hardshelr of seafarer ar¡d Freehpood naqy beans

ltean Cookirg Ttuæ (min)

G¡ltivar Iæation 0 Month 3 t-tonth 6 l{onth 9 l.{or¡ttt

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleeb¡ood
Fleetr¡ood
Fleetsþod

Winnipeg
Bra¡don
Morden

Wínnipeg
Brarulon
Morder¡

46.00a
38.75a
36.50a

52.00a
48.25a
47.00a

49.
34.
35.

90.
80.
90.

46
4l
40

90
90
90

50a
75a
25a

00b
50b
00b

68.00b
41.00a
38.75a

84.75b
86.75b
90.00b

.00a

.lsa

.75a

00)
00b
00b

a

a

Perce¡¡t Hardshell

(Irltivar l-ocatÍon 0 t{onttr 3 Month 6 Month 9 Monttt

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

I{Ínnipeg
Brarrlon
llorden

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Fleettrcod
Fleetrr¡ood
Fleetrpod

Winnipeg
Brandon
Morden

20
20
T7

L2
28
18

20
28
32

ab neans in rol'¡ wíth the sa¡r¡e letter are not, sigrrificantly different
(P>0.05) by ltkey rþan separation.
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Effect o! prairie outdoor a¡ùient storage qr rÞan cookjng
-ti*" arxl ¡nrcent hardst¡elL of Seafarer ard Fleetwood naly
beans

Ì.!ean Cookirq Time (rnin)

G¡ltivar Location 0 llonth 3 !{onth 6 lûontÌ¡ 9 t{ontl¡

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleeturcod
Fleeh¡ood
Fleeb¡ood

Winnípeg
Bra¡rlon
I!úcrden

Winnipeg
Brardon
Þbrde¡t

46.00a
38.75ab
36.50a

52.00a
48.25a
47.00a

51.75a
46.25b
42.'l5a

55.75a
50.75a
50.0(Þ

50.25a
44.25ab
43.50a

54.75a
46.75a
43.00a

51
36
36

90
90
90

.50a

.00a

.25a

00b
00b
00b

Ferce¡¡t, Eardshell

Q¡ltivar r-ocation 0 l{onttr 3 llonth 6 !{onür 9 !{onür

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleebpood
Fleetrcod
Fleebuood

I{innipeg
Brandon
Morder¡

Winnipeg
Brardon
Itlorder¡

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
I
0

0
0
0

I
I
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

16
16
20

ab ¡neans in rou¡ wÍth the sane Letter are not sÍgnificantly different
(P<0.05) by ltrkey ûrean separation.
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Table 5-6 Effect of si¡n¡Lat{ sg¡4-Lropieal storage on rrnan cooking
-ti*" and ¡nrcent hardshelr of seafarer ana fleetwooa nailt
beans

tiean CookÍng TiÍre (min)

O¡ltivar tpcatior¡ 0 ltonttr 3 !ûontù 6 Month 9 !{onttr

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleetnood
Fleetwood
Fleetrpod

Winnipeg
Bra¡xlon
!{orden

!{innipeg
Brar¡don
Èbrden

46.00a
38.75ab
36.50a

52.00a
48.25a
47.00a

54.75ab
38"50a
¿4.00a

57,25a
44.00a
50.75a

53.75ab
49.00b
42.00a

57.75a
45.00a
52"50a

61.00b
46.25ab
47.25a

60
46
49

25a
50a
7ha

Percent Eardshell

Cl¡ltivar Location 0 Monttr 3 l.tonth 6 t4onth 9 tlonttr

Seafarer
Seafarer
Seafarer

Fleet['þod
Fleetr¿ood
Fleet*pod

I{innipeg
Brandon
l¡lorden

!ûinnipeg
Bra¡rlon
!Íorden

0
0
0

n

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

ab rear¡s in rorp with the sanre letter are not sígnificantly different
(P<0.05) by Rrkey nÊan separation.
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cannot be explained, partlcularily since the 9 ¡nonth

sanple was not signiflcantly different from the 0

mont,h sample. This anomalous cooking time is also

the cause of the interactÍon between the effect of

storage time and location (as weII as the

interaction between storage ¡nethod storage time and

location) shown in Table 5-3. The Fleetwood

sanplesr howeverr showed a significant effect of

freezer storage, with cooking tines risíng at least
32 and up to 53 ¡ninutes from the cooking ti¡ne at 0

¡nonth. Al.1 sanples stored for 3, 6 and 9 nonths

were significantly different from their respective 0

mont,h samples (Figure 5-1) . The two cultivars
showed a different effect of freezer storage on

percent hardshell as well. The Seafarer samples had

no hardshell for any sanple whereas the freezer

stored Fleetwood samples ranged from 12 to 32t

hardshell.

These results do not confÍrn t,he results of

Morris and !{ood (1956) who reported that freezing

does not affect cookÍng time. It should be noted

hoy¡everr that llorris and Wood blanched the samples

before soaking to eliminate hardshell. Since the

prolonged cookÍng ti¡nes found in this study were

associated with hardshell, comparison of the two

studies may not be possible. This shows how
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blanchfng can mask the effect of hardshell on

cooking time (this aspect of cookability is
discussed further in Chapter 6).

5.4.2.2 Eff,ect of prairÍe outdqor ambient

storaqe

l¡lean cooking times and percent hardshell of the

two cultivars under POA storage conditions are given

in.Table 5-5. Again the different reaction of the

two cultivars to the same storage conditions is
evident (Pigure 5-2). fn terms of cooking time the

Seafarer samples were almost unaffected, except for
the Brandon sample which showed a signifÍcant
difference in cookÍng time between the 3 ¡nonth and 6

month samples. ft ís important to note howeverr that
neither of these samples differed from the 0 nonth

sample. The Fleetwood samples however showed a

dranatic and significant increase ln cooking time

after 3 months of storage which coincided with the

cold winter month of February. Cooking ti¡nes

increased from between 47 to 52 minutes to a minumum

of 90 ninutes for all three locations. These

samples thus behaved in a similar fashion to the

Fleetwood-freezer sanples. As warmer weather

returned from ltlay to August (6 and 9 nonths

respectively) cooking times returned to levels not

significantly different from 0 nonth.
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rn terms of hardshell, the seafarer sanples ¡rere

unaffected by pOA storage conditÍons, while the

Fleetwood samples had 16 to 2ot at 3 nonths and I to
4t at 6 months. Thus as in the case of the

Freetwood-freezer samples, prolonged cooking tlme

was associated with raised levels of hardshelL.

Because there are no reports in the lit,erature
concerning the effect of poA storage on cooking ÈÍme

of any edible dry beans it is not possible to
comment on this aspect of the experiment in relation
to past experiments. The difference in the effect
of the POA conditions on the percent hardshell
confirms the reports of Gloyer (L92gb) and tebedeff
(1943) that hardshell is an inherited genetic

condition influeneed by storage condition. ALso the
ability of the Fleetwood samples to recover from 16

to 20t hardshel.l after st,orage under sarmer

condÍtions for several months, supports Gloyer rs

report (r928a) t,hat changing storage condítions (in
that case from warm-dry condítions to cool-moÍst

condit,ions) could erinínate hardshelr in phaseolus

vulgA¡is L. beans.

5.4.2,3 Effect of simulated semi-tropiqal
s_toraqe

Mean cooking tÍmes and percent hardshelt of the
two cultivars under SST conditions are shown ín
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Table 5-6. The differÍng effect of storage

condition is again illustrated, but in this case ít
was the Fl.eetwood samples that r¡ere unchanged while

the Seafarer samples showed a slight increase in
cooking time (Figure 5-3). The Seafarer samples

showed an increase in cookíng ti¡ne from 46 to 6I,
38"75 to {6.5 and 36.5 to 47.25 ninutes at l{innipegr

Brandon and Morden respectively. From 0 month to 9

¡nont,h, Íncreases in cooking tÍme were signifícant
(P<0.05) at the !{innipeg and Brandon Locations.

There was no incidence of hardshell for either
cultivar.

The SST conditions used in this study vrere not as

high in temperature or relative humidÍty as those

reported in t,he literature for tropical storage-, but

Èhere was an indícation that the Seafarer samples

behaved similarily to the p_haseolus beans as

reported by Hughes and Sansted, (1975); Burr et al. r

(1968) and HorrÍs, (1964). There are no reports

concerning any cultivars or varieties that did not

increase in cooking time under tropical storage as

was the case with the Fteetwood samples. This nay

have been a result of the lower tenperature and R.H.

and shorter storage ti¡ne used in this study.

The lack of hardshelt occurring in this portion

of the study confir¡ns the report of Antunes and
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Sgarbieri (1979) that high temperature and high

hu¡nidity does not induce hardshell.

5.4.2.4 Effect g,f location
Figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 show the effect of

growing location on cooking time. CookÍng times of

the samples grown at the Winnipeg location were

consistantly longer than those grotrn at Brandon and

Ètordenr which were not significantty different
(P<0.05) from each ot,her at any storage time" The

I{innipeg samples had signÍficantly longer cooking

times (P<0.05) at six of the ten storage tines for
the Seafarer samples and at two of the ten for the

Fleetwood sanples (signÍficant difference could not

be calculated for four of the Fleetwood storage
!¡-^^ l^^^^'.a^ !L^ l^!- .--5tL¡¡UsÈr ¡¡rEl,CruÞE L¡tg t¡cl La wclÞ t:g¡tÈtfJf, gq, .

These results are consistent with the results
reported previously (Chapter 41, that freshly
harvested navy beans had significantly longer

cooking times at the tÍinnipeg location. These

results also support the studies by euenzer et al.
(1978) and Bhatty S! EI. (1983), working with pinto

beans and lentiLs respectively who report.ed that
differences in growing locat,ion produced differences

Ín cookfng time.

5.4-3 Limitations 39 Research

There were two limitat,ions to the research. One
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was the censoring of the data by limiting cooking to
a maximun of 90 minutes. This resulbed in the

inability to assess the effect of location for
several storage tines but was justÍfied as a time

saving devlce. It was decided that a naximun

cooking time of 90 minutes vùas significantly longer

than any of the 0 month cooking times and thus

provided adequat,e measurenent of change in cooking

time from the start of the st,orage study.

The second límítat,ion was an infest,ation of the

grain beetle Bruchus rufimanus which occurred in the

lfinnipeg SST samples during the fourth month of

storage. This resulted in the loss of one

replication of the MBC cooking test
(Seafarer-ltinnipeg). The infesLation rras etinninated

by freezing of all the SST samples at -lOoto -2SoC

for 48 hours. It is not known if this treatment had

any effect on the overall results for the SST

smaples but no effect is suspected as the treatnent
y¡as of such short duration and no differect in
cooking times or percent hardshell nas noticed for
the 6 and 9 month samples whÍch showed the same

general pattern as the 3 ¡nonth samples.



CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECT OF BLANCHING ON TEE COOKING TIME

OF THE HÀRDSHELL AND NON-EARDSHELL FRACTIONS

OF NAVY BEANS AFTER FROZEN STORAGE

6.I ABST-RACT

Samples of Fleetwood navy beans grown at
three locations were stored under freezer condítÍons

for a period of nine ¡nonths. The cookabilities of
the hardshell and non-hardshell fractions in
blanched and unblanched samples were assessed and

compared. Standard Mattson bean cooker procedures

lvere used to assess cookabilíty. B1anchÍng reduced

incÍdence of hardshell from as high as 321 to Otr

and reduced the cooking tíme of the hardshell

fraction in all three samples. The cooking time of
the non-hardshell fraction was prolonged between 5

to 25 minutes.

6.2 INTRODUCTION

The problem of ohardshell" or the faiLure
of the seed to inbibe water wíthin a reasonable

length of time durÍng the soaking stage (Bourne,

1967) , occurs f requently in st,ored edible dry

beans. The hardshell condition usually does not

occur in all of the indivÍdua1 beans in a sample but
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usually affects only a portion of the beans. The

indivÍdual beans in this hardshell fraction usually
have prolonged cooking times compared to the

non-hardshell fraction and as a result this greatly
increases the wfthin-sample variability of cooking

time. llorris et aI. (1950) suggested that cooking

soaked samples that contain some hardshell beans

until the latter are palatable nay require such a
long cooking time that the non-hardshell beans

disintegrate.

ft has been reported that "blanchin9", bringing
the beans to a boil briefly prior to soaking, can

eriminate the hardshell condition and the ¡rroronged

cooking time associated with it (Jackson and

Varriano-l{artson, I98Ii Bourne ? !96Z; Muneta, 1964¡

Irtorris et êI., 1950). Although ít is accepted that
blanching is effect,ive in the treatment of hardshell
and can shorten the cooking time of the hardshell
fraction there are no reports in the literature on

the effect of blanching on the cooking time of the

non-hardshell f raction. Davlson et a!. (f 952)

reported that blanched beans took t5-30 minutes

longer to cook than comparable bean samples soaked

for 18 hours in cold water. This has led to
speculation that blanching may affect the

non-hardshell portion as weLl as the hardshell
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fractlon. The investigation of Èhis possibirity was

the objective of thls experinent.

The MBC testing procedure as described in
Chapt.er 3 provides a method by which t,he cooking

time of individuar beans as werr aa the cooking ti¡ne

of the whole sample can be measured. Thus the MBC

provided a method of measuring and comparing the

cookíng times of the hardshelt and non-hardshell

fractions.
The occurrence of levels of hardshell of up to

32S in sarnples of navy beans (phaseolus vulqaris L.

ev. Fleetwood) after nine months of storage in
freezer conditions provided an opportunity to assess

the effect of blanching on both the hardshell and

non-hardshell fracÈions in samples of beans that
exhibit hardshel]"
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6.3 UÀTERIÀIS AND }TETHODS

Three samples of navy beans (phe5eel-U€

vulqarjs L. cv. E'leetwood) were obtained from the

1983 Manitoba Co-Operative Fíeld Bean Tria1s. The

sanples were grown at t{innipegr }torden and Brandon.

Samples were stored in a refrigerator (4oC.) until
placed in frozen storage. The samples lvere ptaced

in polyethylene freezer bags, the bags yrere sealed

and placed in a freezer (-IOoto -zso(l for nine

months. Cooking time and incidence of hardshell was

measured at the start of storage (0 nonth).

After nine months of storage, one half of each

sanple (120-150 beans) was soaked overníght using

the usual cold-soak method, soaking for I2-16 hours

in distÍlled water at rooln temperature (20"Cr. The

other half of the sample was placed in a s¡nall

beaker with 200 ml of distilted wat,er, briefly
brought to a boil (3-5 seconds), then removed from

heat and allowed to soak in the sane water for LZ-L6

hours.

Incidence of hardshell was ¡neasured by counting

the uninbibed seeds at the end of the soaking stage

and calculatíng the percent hardshell for the

sample.

Cooking tÍme yras measured using the l.tBC

procedure descrÍbed Ín Chapter 3 and comparative
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cooking times for each sanple were calculated as the
mean time to reach 92t cooked for the four
replications conducted. CookabÍlity curves were

plott,ed for each sample.

To identify the hardshelt fraction during the

cooking stage the unimbibed beans lrere placed on a

separate identified sectfon of the MBC bottom rack.
Samples vrere cooked to a naxi¡num of 90 minutes.
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6.4 RESULTS ÀND DTSCUSSION

TabLe 6-1 shor¡s the incidence of hardshell
and the cooking ti¡nes of the sanpres at the start of
storage and after nine months of storage. The

hot-soak treatnent was evidently effective in
eliminating hardshell. It was also effective in
reducing the sampre cooking tÍme for the Brandon and

the Morden stored samples. For the unblanched

Brandon and Morden samples, the 9ZS cooked pofnt was

not' reached afÈer 90 minutes of cooking. rn the case

of the blanched Brandon and l¡torden samples the 921

cooked point was reached. In the case of the

I{Ínnipeg blanched sanple it was hypothesized that
the 92$ cooked point would have been reached with
approximately another 20 minutes of cooking whereas

the unblanched lrlinnipeg sanple would have required a

much longer cooking time to reach the g?l cooked

point.

Figure 6-l clearly indícates how blanching

affects the hardshell and non-hardshell fractions of
these sanples. In all three cases the stored bean

samples had consíderably longer cooking times

(cooking tine to reach 92t cooked) than the freshly
harvested beans. For tbe Brandon and Morden

sanplesr the hardshell fraction of the blanched

treated beans cooked much more quickly than the
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Table 6-1. Incidgnce of hardshell and sample cooking
tiuresf for Fleetwood navy beanÈ at
start of storage and after two soaking
treaÈments foLlowÍng nine nonths of
freezer storage

0 month
cold soak

9 month
cold soak

9 month
blanched

Sample
Growing
Location

hard-
she1l

t
cook
tÍne
(mÍn)

hard-
shell

t
cook
time
(min)

hard-
shell

t
cook
ti¡ne

(nin)

!{innipeg
Brandon
Þlorden

52.00
48.25
47. 00

0
0
0

0
0
0

20
28
32

>90
>90
>90

>90
7L.75
69.75

ltime to 92t cooked.
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Figure 6-1. Cookabilíty curves for blanched and
unblanehed Fleetwood navy bean sampJ.es
grown at three locations"
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hardshell fractÍon in t,he cold-soak samples (this is
assuming that the'hardshell fraction had the sane

size for both the cold-soaked and the blanched

sanples). Because the hardshell fraction was placed

on marked sections of the l.tBC the prol.onged cooking

time of these beans was easily noticed durÍng

cooking as the beans in the marked section required
considerably longer cooking t,imes. This is also

evidenb when the stope of the cookabitity curve of
the stored cold-soaked samples is examined. The

slope of the curve Ís similar to that of the fresh
eold-soaked sample until the entÍre non-hardshell

fraction is cookedr ât which point the slope is
reduced to al¡nost zero because the hardshell
fraction does not cook. ft was also int,eresting
that 6ome of the beans in the hardshell fraction did
reach the cooked point as evidenced by the slight
rise in the cookability curve as cooking ti¡ne

progressed.

The figures also show that the blanching

treatment affects the non-hardshell fraction as well
as the hardshell fraction. For all three locations,
the non-hardshell fraction required longer cookÍng

times after blanching. This is shown in Figure 6-l
as evidenced by the shift to the ríght of the

cookabilÍty curves. The effect was more pronounced
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in the l{innipeg and Brandon samples than in the

Þtorden sarnples.

The results of thís experiment could have some

serious implÍcations regarding the traditional use

of the !,fBC to measure cooking time of phaseolus

beans. This is of course assuming that other

varieties of Phaseolus behave similarily to the

Fleetwood navy beans used in this study and also

that t,he hardshell induced by freezing is similar to
the hardshell induced by other forms of storage such

as under conditions of hÍgh temperature and low

humidity, Severaf researehers have used the

blanching nethod to elimínate hardshell before

measuring cooking tine (Jackson and

Varriano-!{arston, 1981; Burr et aI.¡ 1969, }lorris,
196¿). If the beans being tested in those

experiments behaved as the navy beans in this
experinentr then the earLier results would not be

representative of cooking times for unblanched

beans. One cannot assume that the sane samples would

have similar cooking tiu¡es if they had not been

blanched.

The proble¡n of blanching and the problem of
using the 508 cooked point as the comparison point
(discussed in Chapter 3) point, out the need for more

research into the effects of different, practices and
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techniques used when assesslng the cookability of
beans.



CHAPTER 7

GENERÀL DISCUESION

7.I THE }TBC TESTING IIIETHqD

The results of the experinent described in
Chapter 3 indicated that the plunger types described

in the literature did not reproduce sensory results
when neasuring the cooking time of navy beans, but

that modified 48 gt 5 mm plunger did reproduce

sensory panel results. The study also showed that.

the 50t cooked method of comparing cooking times was

not adequate and that the 92t cooked nethod

reproduced sensory assessment of preference of
ncooked texture!. It was concLuded that the

determination of sample cooking tÍme by averaging

the ti¡ne required to reach the gZ* cooked point for
the four replicatíons of the test provided the best

method of conparing the cooking time of different,
navy bean samples because the within-sample

variability could be expressed and the samples

statistically compared. The comparing of the

cookability curves of bean samples as described in
the literature does not enable the within sample

variability of the sanples to be compared

statisticallyo
It was recognized that the 9 member sensory
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panel was not a consumer panel and as a result these

results might not represent the assessment of
Itlanitoba consumers. The use of the nine member

panel does give some indication of consumer

assessment and does represent a great iurprovement

over methods reported Ín the literature which dÍd

not use sensory methods at all.
The I'IBC does provide a portable easy-to-use

method that can be used by plant breeders and

market,ers to ¡neasure the cooking tirne of navy beans.

7.2 EEFECT OF BLANCHING -QN tnn MEASUBEI'IENT

OT COOKING TII.IE

The results of the experiment described in
Chapter 6 indicated that blanching prior to soaking

can affect the neasurement of cooking time by

prolonging the cooking time of the non-hardshetl

fraction. This confirmed the report of Dawson g!
â1. (f952) who reported on thÍs phenomenon. If the

prolongíng of cooking tíme of the non-hardshell

fraction occurs regularily (not just in the

Fleetwood saurples used here and with hardshell

caused by other forms of storage) the results of
studies which used the btanching technique are cast

into doubt, particularily those that used the 50t

cooked point conparison method (Jackson and

Varriano-Þlarstonr 1981; Burr et al. 1968i t¡lorrÍsr
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1964).

7.3 EFFECT OF LOCATTON gN CO_OKABTLITY

The results of the experÍments reported in
Chapters 4 and 5 índicated that location has a

sígnificant effect on the cooking ti¡ne of the

cultivars of navy beans studied. The cooking tiure

of the freshly harvested samples was significantly
longer at the Winnipeg location for all three

cultivars tested. These results confirmed the

reports of Bhatty et al. (1983) and euenzer g! al.
(1978), who reported that growing location had a

sÍgnifíeant effeet on the cooking tÍ¡ne of lentiLs
and pinto beans respectively. The significant, effect
of location was also evident wiÈh the stored beansr

with the sanples from the l{innipeg location having

consistantly longer cooking times for both

cultivars. Storage condition díd not Eeem to affect
the cooking ti¡nes of samples fron the different
locations differently, indicating no interaction
between the two factors.

Hardshell was not observed in the freshly
harvested beans and growing locatÍon did not seem to

affect incidence of hardshell.

7.4 EFFECT OF CULTIVAR ON COOKABITJITY

Cultivar had a greater effect on the cookability
of stored than on the cookabílity of freshly
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harvested beans. This was the case for both aspects

of cookability, cooking time and hardsherl. The two

cultívars tested reacted very differently to the
three storage conditions. The results of the thesis
generalry support the reports in the literature that
storage conditÍon has a signifícant interaction wÍth
cultívarrand that genetic differences influence the

incidence of hardshell, (Gloyer¡ 1928a¡ Lebedeffr

1943). Because there are no reports in the

líterature comparing curtivars of the same variety¡
grown at the same locatÍon no comparison with
results Ín the literature can be made regarding

cookÍng time.

7.5 EFFECT 9F STORAGE CONDITION ON COOKABILITY

7.5.I Freezer Conditions

Freezer storage conditions had no

signifÍcant effect on the Seafarer samples but the

Fleetwood samples were highly affected both in terms

of hardshell and cooking time. fncÍdence of
hardshell increased fro¡n 0t to between 12t and 32t.
Cooking time increased between 32 to 53 minutes (or

nore ín the case of the censored data.) All sampres

of Fleetwood beans had significantly longer (p<0.05)

cooking times after 3 | 6 and 9 nonths of storage
than at the start of the storage study (0 nonth).

These results therefore did not confirm the
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results of Morris and ltood (1956) , (working with
Ii¡nas and SaniLacs), who reported no effect of
freezing on cooking Èime. However because they used

the blanchíng technique prior to soaking lt nay not
be possible to compare the results of the present

study with those of the previous studies.

7.5.2 Prairie Outdoor Auþient Storage

Conditions

The Seafarer sanples vrere largely
unaffected by POA sÈorâg€, whereas the Fleetwood

samples were. During the cord winter storage period
(3 mont,h) , cookíng times for the saurples f ro¡n the

three locations increased from between 47 to 52

minutes to a minumum of 90 mÍnutes. These sanples

thus behaved very similarily to the Fleetwood

sanples stored inthe freezer. Incidence of
hardshell was similar for the pOA samples with a

high incidence for the Fleetwood 3 month samples.

The ability of t,he Fleetwood samples to recover

from a high incidence of hardshell and prolonged

cooking timer after storage in warmer weatherr

supports the report of Gloyer (t928a) who found that
Phaseolus beans could recover from hardshelr induced

by hot dry storâge, when stored under cooL moist

conditions. rt is not known if the hardshell induce

by freezing is the same as hardshell induced by hot¡
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dry conditions.

7.5.3 SinuJ.ated Semi:tropical Storage

Conditions

The two cultivars also reacted

differently to the SST storage condÍtion, with the

Fleetwood samples being unchanged, while the

Seafarers showed a slight rise in cooking time.
There was no incÍdence of hardshell for either
cultivar. The lower temperature and RoH. used than

were used in studies reported in the líterature may

be the reason why changes in cooking tÍ¡ne were not
as pronouced as those in the literature (Hughes and

Sandsted' 1975; Burr et ê1., 1968; trlorris, 1964).

There are no reports of studies comparing the effect
of tropical storage on cooking times of different
cultivars of any edible dry beans.

7 .6 GENERAT CONCLUSI-ONS

Bearing Ín ¡nind the discussion above and the

fact that samples from only one year were studied in
this thesis, the following conclusions can be

drawn. The samples from the lfínnipeg location had

generally longer cookÍng times. Fleetwood sanples

may show less increase in cooking tine when stored

under tropical conditíons than would Seafarer

beans. Fleetwood beans should not be cooked shortly
after being removed from freezer conditions.
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Blanching shourd not be routinery carried out on

bean samples prior to testing for cookability.
Post-harvest drying did not affect cooking tÍ¡ne

significantly. The modified !.tBc procedure provided

a relatively simple easy-to-use method for measuring

and comparing the cooking time of navy beans.



CHAPTER 8

GENERÀL RECO¡iIMENDATIONS FOÌ

FURTHER RESEARCH

8.1 IIIBC PROCEDURE IUPBqVEMENTS

An MBC with 50 or I00 plungers¡ with an

electronÍcr automatic device to record movement of
plungers penetrat,ing the seeds, (as descríbed by

Chhinnan, 1985), would provide a more efficÍent
method of evaluating large numbers of seeds. This

would enable the testing of large numbers of seeds

without the uniterrupted attention of the operator

and would greatly facilitate further investigation
ínto the problems of poor cookability of edible dry
beans.

The same type of sensory panel evaluation
described in this thesis could be applied to the

further modification of ttBC testÍng procedures to
measure the cookíng time of other varieties of
Phaseolus vulsaris L. beans and perhaps of other
specÍes of edible dry beans.

Further research should be conducted with the

lllBc procedure to determine Íf other types of edible
dry beans besides the Fleetwood beans studied in
this experiment are affected sÍ¡nilarily by btanching

prior to soaking. If the prolonging of cooking time

in the non-hardshell fraction occurs commonly in
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other types of edible dry beans after blanching,
there may be serious Ímplications regarding the use

of blanching as a regular procedure in the

evaluation of cooking time.

8.2 FURTHER SESEARCH REGARDING TEE EACTORS

WHICH EFFECT COOKÀBILITY

Because the l.tBc procedures urodified as described

in this study provide an efficient method of
determining cooking time, they should facÍtÍtate
further research into the factors which effect
cookability. So¡ne of the areas that should be

investigated are as follows.
Research should be conducted to deter¡nine

whether there is a method of storage that does not

affect cookíng time. This wourd enabre the storage

of beans for future study and would be of great

benefit, to researchers. The effect of genetic

variation could be studied by assessing other
cultivarso varieties and species of edible dry
beans. Further investigation could be conducted

int'o the effect of location by isolaÈÍon of some of
the great number of factors related to growing

location. The effect of environnental conditions
couLd aLso be studied by studying the effect of crop

year on cookability.
Futher experimentation ínto the effects of
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storage shouLd be conducted by assessing the effect
of'longer storage times. Àlso storage conditions
that can be expected in third world countries could

be much ¡nore accurateJ.y sinrulated. The effect of
st'orage on other types of edible dry beans could be

assessed to enable the Ídentification of the genetic

and other factors which interact with storage

conditions to affect cookability.
Further research is also requíred on the

relationship of chemical composition to changes that
occur during storage. The relationships between

nrÍneraLs (magnesium, calcÍum), phytate, fat,
polyphenols, pectins and lignin, all of which are

thought to play a rote in the cookability of edible
dry beans¡ and storage changes should be

investigated. Because sanples of beans can easily
be assessed for cookability by the IIIBC procedure,

rarge numbers of samples can be assessed and cookíng

time related to chemicaL conrpositíon.
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Tab1e A-1. Chi squared table for three sanples of
navy beans tested by 9 member sensory
panel.

Samp1e

Cook ing
Tfme
(min)

chi
Squared
VaIue

Þ{ininu¡n
Expected
Value Probability

sBl
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

10
20
30
40
s0
60

20
30
40
50
60
70

30
40
tĴI'
60
70
80

25.00
38.39
9.52
0.56
0 .47
0.03

23 .49
36.2L
7.18
0.49
0.15
0,09

28.33
28.43

J¡J)
2.'17
0.9L
0.24

.00

.47

.28

.60

.r6

.30

0.51
4.13

12.65
18.49
18.86
19.56

0"95
6.7r

IJ. YO

16.22
18.67
r8.79

0.0000
0.0013
0.8906
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

0.1014
0.0027
0.9696
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

0.0299
0.0281
v.v954
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000

I
I

tl
18
18
L9

s${
s[l
sI,Í
s!{
sÍt
sw

EW

Eht
ETr¡T
Dfl

EW
EW
ETf

2

3

lseafarer t 83-Brandon.
{Seafarer' 83-Winnipeg .
3Exrico | 83-trlínnipe!. -
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Table B-1. One way analysis of variance for the
effect of cultivar on cooking ti¡¡e of
navy beans grorârn at Winnipeg location

Sources of Varíation df MS F

CuItÍvar
Error
Tobal

2
9

t1

314.09*
56,28

5.58*

*P<0.05

Tukey Mean Separation

Cul-tivar: Exrico
Means: 65.50 a

SE = 3.75
LSD = 3.75 x 3.95= 14.81

Fleetwood
51.25 ab

Seafarer
49.25 b
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Table B-2. One way analysis of varíance for theeffect of cultlvar on the cookÍng
times of navy beans grown at Brañdon
Iocation

Source of Variation df us F

Cultivar
Er ror
Total

2
9

11

40. 09
12.94

3.09

no signifÍcant dífference at p(0.05.

Table B-3. One way analysis of variance for theeffect of cult,Ívar on the cooking
times of navy beans grown at Morden
location

Source of Variation df MS F

Cultivar
Error
TotaI

2
9

11

106.09
26.39

4.04

no significant difference at p>0.05.
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Table B-4. One way analysis of variance for the
effect of growing locatíon on cooking
tines of Seafarer navy beans

Source of Variation df us F

Location
Error
Total

2
9

I1

301.00
22.69

13.26**

**P<0.01.

Tukey Hean Separation

Locations: Ifinnipeg
Meansz 49.25 a

SE = 2.38
LSD (P<0.05) = 9.40

Brandon
34"75 b

Morden
33.75 b
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Table B-5. one way analysis of variance for theeffect of growÍng location on the
cooking times of Exrico navy beans

Source of Varíation df Þfs F'

Location
Error
TotaI

2
9

1t

732.59** 11.39**
63.53

**P<0.01.

Tukey Mean Separation

Location:
l¡leans:

SE = 3.99

LSD (P<0.05)

Winnipeg
65.50 a

Brandon
44.00 b

Ètorden
40.75 b

= 3.99 x 3.95 = 15.26
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Table 8-6. One way analysis of variance foreffect of growing location on the
cooking times of Fleetwood navy beans

Source of
Variation df MS F

Location
Error
Total

2
9

II
180.25**

9.39
19. rg**

**P<0.0I

Tukey llean Separation

Locations ¡
Means:

Ìfinnipeg
51"25 a

Brandon
39.75 b

Morden
39.50 b

SE = 1.53
LSD (5t) = 1"53 x 3.95 = 6.04
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Table B-7. ComparÍson of mean cooking times ofartificially dried and field dried
Seafarer navy beans grown at location
l{innipeg

df t value
(sr)

Test
Statistic

3 4.303 1.90

Samples are not significantly different
(P<0. 05)
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Table c-1. t¡e way anal¡æis of varia¡rce F¡¡alues for ttre effect of
etorage ti¡e on the cooking time of Seafarer navy beans
growrì at tþree locations a¡rd stored under ttrree storage
comitionsl

Storage
Corxtition

Sq¡rce of
Varíation

Winnipeg Bra¡xlon
F

Morden
FF

Freezer
POA2
ssr3

Storage Tire
Storage TÍme
Storage TÍne

11.43**
1.38
8.35**

2.39
5.01*
7.86**

.44t
2
3

.70

.02

*P<0.05
**P<0.01

þ for storage ti¡ne=3; df for error=I2.zPrairie O,¡tdoor Anbient.
3S j-mrlated Semi-{fropical.
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Table C-2 ûre way analysis of varia¡rce F-r¡alues for ttre effect of
storage ti¡re on tlre cooking ti¡ne of Fleetlrpod naly neans
grown at three locations ard stored urder three storage
cor¡ditionsr

Storage
Condition

Source of
Variation

I{innipeg Brardon Morden
FFF

Freezer
POA2
sçr3

Storage Tine
Storage Tile
Storage Tfue

15.43**
L9"24t'*
0.46

9.29**
129.31**

0.97

L2.45**
42.3r**
0.43

**P<0.0I

þ for storage ti¡ne=3; df for error=l2.
¿Prairie û¡tdoor Anbient.
3Si¡¡n¡lated Seni-Tropical .
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Table c-3. ore way anallnsis of varia¡rce F-values for ttre effect
of locabion on the cooking t,i¡es of Seafarer naw bgans
at each storage tfurc u¡xter three storage oorditior¡sr

Storage
@rxtition

Source of
Variation

0 !{onth
F

3 lûonth
F

6 l,tonth
F

9 t{onth
F

Freezer
FOA2
ssr3

Iocation
Location
Iocation

5.63*
5.63*
5.63*

17.01**
33.08**
13.99**

26.44**
2.74
8.24**

L.27
2.02
9.73*r,

*P<0.05
**P<0.01
þ for locatÍon=Z¡ ü for error=9.
2Prairie O¡tdoor A¡rbient.
3Si¡rmlate¿ Semi{ropical.
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Table c-4. ore my anallæis of varia¡rce F-values for Lhe effect ofrocation on the cooking ti¡res of Fleetrrcod naw beans at
eacl¡ storage tirne uniler three storage cor¡ditidsl- --_

Storage
@rrtition

Source of
Variation

0 Month
F

3 Month
F

6 Month
F

t hnth
F

Freeze
mA2
ssr3

r tocation
Location
Ipcat,Íon

24 
-4.24

.24 2.30

0
0
0

a

0.69
2.ll

9.72**
24.30**

**P<0.05

þ for location=Z¡ df for error=9.
fPrairie Qltdoor Ànbient.
-fsirmf atea Semi-{Iropical .+calculation of F-r¡alues ms not ¡nssi.bre because of censoreddata.




